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Abstract 

The purpose of this thesis ‘Sustainable conscious fashion consumption from the 

perspective of Generation Z - With a focus on motivations’ is to provide the reader 

with a deeper knowledge about Generation Z’s perception of sustainable conscious 

fashion and what motivates them to choose sustainable consumption. Further, this 

research gives insight into the decision process among Generation Z regarding fashion 

apparel. 

 

The thesis is based on two research questions which are (1) What are the motivations 

to consume sustainable conscious fashion among Gen Z and (2) How do psychological 

factors influence Gen Z decisions to consume sustainable conscious fashion? To be 

able to complete this thesis and answer the research questions, relevant theories have 

been analyzed and incorporated to create an understanding when analyzing the 

empirical data. The thesis was conducted using a deductive approach and a qualitative 

research method to acquire primary data. The data collection has been accumulated by 

doing semi-structured interviews with the aim to gain in-depth knowledge about Gen 

Z motivations to consume sustainable conscious fashion. 

 

The literature review includes theories that are in relation to the topics of (1) 

Sustainability, (2) Generation Z, and (3) Psychological Factors such as self-image and 

cognitive dissonance. Based on the literature review a conceptual framework (Figure 

2.1) was created in which the liaisons between the different theories have been 

presented. The interview guide was created in accordance to the operationalism in 

order to present the empirical data in chapter 4, ‘Empirical findings’. 

 

Thereafter, an analysis based on the empirical findings are discussed in relation to 

previously presented theories in the literature review. It is concluded that the primary 

motives for purchasing apparel among Generation Z are to strengthen their self-image, 

whether it is to fit in or stand out. The generation cares about sustainability, which is 

expressed by purchasing eco-friendly foods and by considering their choices of 

transport. The findings show there is a lack of information provided by retailers and 

authorities, which translates into the consumers not being able to make sustainable 

choices regarding fashion consumption. 
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1 Introduction 

This chapter will first provide background and insight into the topic of this thesis. This 

is followed by a problem discussion that will explain the topic's relevance, both from 

a theoretical and practical perspective. This chapter will also present a purpose for 

this thesis and research question(s). Finally, delimitations and outlines will conclude 

the first chapter. 

1.1 Background 

 

"We deserve a safe future. And we demand a safe future. 

Is that really too much to ask?" 

 

- Greta Thunberg, New York, 20 September 2019 

 

Greta Thunberg was elected “Person of the Year” by Times magazine 2019 because of 

her engagement as a climate activist with her movement “Fridays For Future” (Alter, 

Haynes & Worlan 2019). Thunberg’s engagement has led her to speak in front of some 

of the most powerful people in the world about climate change (ibid). The movement 

led to the largest climate demonstration strike in human history on September 20, 2019. 

The climate demonstrations have engaged millions of young people and Greta has said 

that there is an awakening going on, which her movement has started (BBC 2019). 

Teenagers striked from school in 128 different countries and 2233 cities, engaging 

youths all over the world in environmental issues (Carrington 2019). A recent report 

made by Kantar Sifo in Sweden, states that 46% out of 1000 Swedish people suffer 

from eco-anxiety (WWF 2018). The term eco-anxiety is commonly used when 

describing mental stress that is caused by environmental changes (Phikala 2018). 

Between the ages 16 to 29 years old, 50% believe that climate changes will affect their 

lives in the next 20 years and the majority believes that it is very important to live eco-

consciously, whilst only 1% believes it is not important at all (WWF 2018). This 

investigation shows that climate awareness and anxiety in Sweden is highest among 

the younger generations and especially among women (ibid). 

 

Youths and young adults between the ages of 16 to 29 belong to the generations Z and 

Y, where Generation Z (Gen Z) are the ones born after 1995 making them between 16 

to 24 years old (Fister Gale 2015). From 2010, a new generation called ‘Generation 

Alpha’ was born which makes Gen Z the second-youngest generation (Pasquarelli & 

Schultz 2019). Studies show that Gen Z consumers should not be underestimated 
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because of their lack of spending power (Cheung, Glass, McCarty & Wong 2017). It 

shows that Gen Z has substantial influence over their family’s spending. The 

generation has access to news and information anytime through their digital channels 

which gives them an understanding of the world’s politics and economical challenges 

despite their young age, unlike their precursors. Cheung et al. (2017) state that the 

population of Gen Z generally aims for higher education and today’s retailers should 

invest in this generation in order to subtract financial value from them in the future 

when their spending power increases, and they become more independent. 

Socialization is important for this generation and they move seamlessly between online 

and offline environments and they are not afraid of sharing their opinions online (ibid). 

Furthermore, Gen Z’s majority of money gets spent on clothes and shoes. Still, research 

shows that participants of Gen Z believe that they have been purchasing more eco-

consciously in the last 12 months (WWF 2018). The interest for vintage shopping has 

increased and become a mainstream fashion trend that attracts mostly young fashion-

conscious consumers who are worried about the fashion industry’s ethical and 

sustainable issues (McColl, Canning, McBride, Nobbs & Shearer 2013).  

 

A report by Ungdomsbarometern (2019) shows that the Swedish population between 

the ages of 18 to 35 feel that they must argue for their consumption and feel ashamed 

over their purchases. The report also suggests that young adults today do not trust the 

corporations with this responsibility and that this leads to them taking more personal 

responsibility regarding their own consumption. 50% of the participants in the study 

are willing to actively boycott companies who do not work enough with sustainability. 

Further presented in the report, the top five sustainable brands perceived by the 

participants. H&M comes in first place followed by the brands Åhlens, Kappahl, 

Stadium, and the German brand Zalando (ibid). While some are highly impressed with 

for example H&M’s new sustainability investments some are not convinced and are 

boycotting the store because of H&M’s previous mistakes with the acknowledgment 

of them burning tons of clothes every year (Farmbrough 2018). In addition to this, the 

fact that H&M’s factories in Bangladesh are mostly run on energy from coal leads to 

more people boycotting them (Gustafsson 2018). Meanwhile, Kappahl has climate 

compensated for all their business travels and invested the money in wind power 

development in India so that 400 factories are now running on sustainable energy 

instead of coal (Kappahl 2010). 

 

Fast fashion is a way of producing fashion items faster with lower costs, often lower 

quality, and at lower prices (Forbes 2019). However, with these reductions there also 

follows a more negative carbon footprint and unsecure employments for the 

manufacturers. Consumer’s high demand for the latest fashion has led the fashion 
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industry to become the world's most polluting industries with its high-water 

consumption and carbon dioxide emissions. The need for a more sustainable conscious 

fashion (SCF) consumption has increased and led to larger circular economies where 

items are being recycled or reused. The industries are also developing new fabrics with 

less water consumption which are biodegradable and are moving towards a more slow 

fashion industry (ibid). Slow fashion is the contrary to fast fashion, where the focus 

lies on quality rather than quantity (Fletcher 2007). Slow fashion is more expensive in 

comparison with fast fashion, however, the author states that the fashion item will have 

a higher value as it forms a deeper level of relationship between the designer and the 

buyer. Slow fashion is more sustainable, both for the environment and the industry 

(ibid). 

 

Society’s digitalization leads to more consumers realizing the importance of conscious 

sustainable shopping because of the organization of consumers on different digital 

platforms and different tools that help them to visualize the gap between their actual 

and ideal self (Adams 2014). The visualization leads to more knowledge and higher 

demands on companies and brands which has led to companies becoming more 

transparent regarding their Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). By using a CSR 

plan, the companies are taking responsibility for their part in society regarding 

employee relations, human rights, corporate ethics, community relations, and the 

environment (Moir 2001). Conscious shopping among consumers will lead to better-

informed needs while their purchases will still satisfy their wants (Adams 2014). 

Ungdomsbarometern (2019) states that among young Swedes in the ages 18 to 35, 83% 

believe that the responsibility lies with the companies. However, there are still some 

youths that do not trust big corporations and therefore take matters into their own hands 

by for example boycotting companies (Farmbrough 2018). On the other hand, the 

corporate perception of where the responsibility lies can be connected to the company's 

political ideology (Gupta, Briscoe & Hambrick 2016). Companies with a liberal 

ideology invest more in their CSR than conservative companies (ibid). 

 

1.2 Problem Discussion 
 

1.2.1 Theoretical 

 

A study conducted in Australia shows that young environmentalists get motivated by 

their negative attitudes toward companies with poor environmental processes and that 

they do not relate their own consumption patterns to the climate crisis (Perera & 

Hewege 2013). They also describe polarization in the perception of humanity's role in 
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the environmental crisis and whether humanity is in control of it or are a part of its 

complex ecosystem (ibid). Green consumption is very complex and hard to understand 

for consumers and tightly related to anxiety and uncertainty (Fuentes 2014). Some 

consumers shop more premium brands with the intent to nourish the entire supply 

chain while some are still hesitating regarding premium prices and for example 

ecological cotton (Perera & Hewege 2013; Ritch 2015). Therefore, the conclusion can 

be drawn that there are different opinions on humanity’s role in the climate crisis and 

that most people do not connect their shopping behavior to the climate crisis because 

they lack knowledge about the fashion industry’s emissions and impact. Some people 

believe that the responsibility lies with the companies to improve the sustainability 

regarding fashion whilst some take matters into their own hands and drive their 

motivation to be more sustainable through insufficient CSR. 

 

There is a gap in academic research regarding SCF, eco-anxiety, and Gen Z since eco-

anxiety is a rather new and unexplored term in academia and due to the recent 

economic rise of Gen Z. This has made it an interesting generation to focus on, even 

more, due to their large interest in future environmental issues with Greta Thunberg 

on the front line. One significant discussion topic could be (1) Gen Z’s view of the 

climate crisis regarding fashion consumption and their own responsibility. (2) Is Gen 

Z as polarized as it says in previous research or is this young generation generally more 

aware of the environmental crisis since they always had easy access to information 

digitally? (3) Do they have enough knowledge to make rational sustainable fashion 

consumption decisions or are they influenced by trends and other external or 

psychological factors? 

 

1.2.2 Practical 

 

Goworek, Fischer, Cooper, Woodward, and Hiller’s (2012) research suggest that 

consumers have limited awareness regarding sustainable consumption but that their 

purchase behavior can be altered through encouragement to reflect upon their habits 

and behavior. Research suggests that fast fashion brands should be more careful when 

running CSR campaigns because the outcome might not be in favor to the brand whilst 

brands who are sustainable gain positive brand attitudes and brand authenticity by CSR 

campaigns especially on their own websites (Childs, Woo & Kim 2019). According to 

Harris, Roby & Dibb (2016), it is difficult to change consumer behavior regarding 

clothing purchases. However, one strategy that could prove successful would be to 

improve the lifespan of the clothes, which demands sustainable responsibility through 

the whole supply chain. The research further shows that focusing only on sustainability 
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will not be enough to change consumers’ behavior when consuming clothing. 

Furthermore, a study by Pedersen & Gwozds (2014) suggest that Nordic fashion 

industries are rather conformed in their CSR regarding the demands of their 

stakeholders, e.g. their customers, owners, and employees. As the demands increase, 

some companies use this as a benefit and an opportunity to improve their social and 

environmental work (ibid). According to Costa (2019), companies today should 

consider their CSR as a competitive advantage by using simple marketing strategies in 

order to attract especially Gen Z. CSR strategies should be operated in parallel with 

the business objectives since CSR projects will eventually and are already now 

entering most business agendas (ibid). Agrawal (2017) explains that CSR 

communications are vital for having a rewarding relation with Gen Z because they are 

more interested in trustworthy people behind big corporations than companies who 

show disregard for these questions. Companies should be transparent with their actions 

and opinions in order to build a brand for this Gen Z (ibid). 

 

Considering these facts this thesis will discuss (1) Gen Z’s perception of SCF and their 

demands from companies regarding transparent CSR (2) How Gen Z perceives 

marketing for fast fashion and its impact on the environment. (3) Where the 

responsibility lies in order to reduce the environmental impact of clothing 

consumption. 

 

1.3 Research questions 
 

1. What are the motivations to consume sustainable conscious fashion among 

Gen Z? 

 

2. How do psychological factors influence Gen Z decisions to consume 

sustainable conscious fashion? 

 

1.4 Purpose 
 

The purpose of this thesis is to find the main motivations for Gen Z to consume SCF. 

Also, how they get affected by psychological factors when deciding whether or not to 

consume SCF. The information will provide a deeper knowledge about Gen Z and 

their perception on sustainability and their own role regarding the fashion industries 

impact on the environment. The thesis is written towards business students and 

researchers but also marketers and retailers within the fashion industry. 
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1.5 Delimitations 
 

The study’s literature review consists of relevant theories and concepts on 

sustainability, Gen Z, self-image, and psychological factors. The combination of 

theories does not, however, take any consideration regarding bio-chemic perspectives 

on sustainability and carbon dioxide emissions, thus it is focused on sustainability out 

of a consumer’s subjective perspective. This study is limited to investigate Gen Z 

consumer behavior in Sweden and the empirical data is therefore not applicable on to 

other populations. The thesis will not be focusing on (1) the private economy (2) if 

there is a difference between genders (3) all issues that arise regarding sustainability 

such as ethical problems regarding the working conditions within the fashion industry. 

 

1.6 Outlines 

 
Table 1.1 Outlines 

Chapter 1 Introduction  

This chapter provides a background on the topic of this thesis, 

followed by a problem discussion. Thereafter, the research questions 

and the purpose of the thesis are presented. The chapter is concluded 

with delimitations and outlines. 

Chapter 2 Literature review 

The literature review chapter, previous research and theories will be 

presented regarding the topics covered in this thesis. The sub-

headings found in this chapter are sustainability, Gen Z, and self-

image, which concludes with a summary. An introduction of the 

conceptual framework will also be included at the end of the chapter. 

Chapter 3 Methodology 

In the methodology chapter, the choices regarding methodology will 

be motivated and argued for. 

Chapter 4 Empirical findings 

In this chapter, the empirical findings will be presented, and the 

interviews will be introduced. This chapter is closely linked to the 

analysis chapter. 

Chapter 5 Analysis 

In the analytical chapter, the results of the interviews will be 

presented and analyzed using the theoretical framework. In addition 

to this, similarities and differences based on our empirical findings 

and previous theoretical framework will be discussed. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusions 

The final chapter of this thesis is the conclusion which contains a 

summary of the main arguments as well as both practical and 

theoretical implications. In addition to this, answers to the research 

questions will be given. There will also be suggestions and 

recommendations for further research. 

2 Literature review 

The literature review chapter presents a theoretical foundation for this thesis. It will 

provide an insight into previous research and lay the foundation of knowledge on the 

topics involved. The main topics that are presented are sustainability, Gen Z, self-

image, and psychological factors. The chapter concludes with a summary of the 

literature and an introduction to the conceptual framework that will also be used in 

later chapters. 

2.1 Sustainability 

 

In a study made by Watson and Yan (2013) the authors explore the different stages of 

the consumer decision process and if there is a significant difference in fast versus slow 

fashion both in the consumer’s purchase decision and in their post purchase stage. 

Furthermore, it is suggested that the internal factors that are suggested in contributing 

to the consumer’s post-purchase emotions are the consumer’s resources, motivation, 

knowledge, attitudes, personality, values, and lifestyle (Blackwell & Engel 2006). 

According to Watson and Yan (2013), additional factors that could differ the fast 

fashion versus slow fashion consumers are their resources, motivation, attitudes, and 

values. Their research found that both fast and slow fashion consumers do realize that 

disposable clothing is harmful to the environment. Some fast fashion consumers did 

acknowledge that they feel ashamed knowing about the amount of waste that is created 

by the industry which they are supporting (ibid). In a study written by McNeill and 

Moore (2015), findings show that the consumers’ attitudes toward sustainable 

consumption are established by how concerned they are about the society and 

environment in their everyday life as well as if they have taken previous actions in the 

matter. In general, the society has become more focused on ethics and sustainability 

and the fashion industry has started to adapt and reform towards these concepts. The 

fast fashion industry has been criticized for their environmental footprint, and the 

authors suggest that the fashion production seems to have limited knowledge of how 

to become more sustainable (ibid). According to Geiger and Keller (2018), today’s 
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fashion consumers’ attitudes towards sustainability are mainly determined by how 

concerned they are for the environment in general. 

 

Geiger and Keller (2018) suggest that consumers are hesitant towards how a more 

sustainable consumption can affect how they consume today. Machado, Almeida, 

Bollick, and Bragagnolo (2019) describe that consumers have various personal reasons 

for buying second-hand. It may be, for example, environmental impact, financial 

benefits, or nostalgic feelings that motivate the customer to purchase second-hand. 

According to McNeill and Moore (2015), the consumer which the authors refer to as 

‘Self’ consumers has negative or indifferent emotions towards sustainable fashion. 

Their research also shows that emotions are consistent with their behavior which 

translates into the consumers not having the ambition to seek out a more sustainable 

option. The study shows that the consumers are not foreign to purchase clothes from 

second-hand, but the motivation for buying second-hand is not to be sustainable but 

rather from a financial point of view or buying something that is perceived as trendy 

and unique. The study by McNeill and Moore (2015) further suggest that there are two 

more groups of consumers in addition to the Self consumers, the ‘Social’ and the 

‘Sacrifice’ consumers. The Social consumers are more concerned and knowledgeable 

about the fast fashion industry’s impact on the environment. They are less price-

sensitive than the Self consumers and are more likely to spend a larger amount of 

money when they locate a product they really desire. They also tend to have a lot of 

concerns about how they are perceived by their peers (ibid). The last group, the 

Sacrifice consumers, have extensive concern and anxiety about the environment. These 

consumers can go as far as to avoid brands that are producing or representing fast 

fashion altogether. They tend to not be affected by brands promoting different ‘fashion 

seasons’ and are not likely to do impulse shopping. The Sacrifice group can be 

experiencing an inner conflict between their ambition to be fashionable and their want 

to be ethical and environmentally friendly (ibid). 

 

Henninger, Alevizou, and Oates (2016), argue that sustainable fashion is somewhat 

subjective and that companies can gain a competitive advantage if the marketing is 

done properly. Services or products that are marked as sustainable should clearly 

explain to the consumer what the meaning is behind the mark (ibid). Another study 

also shows that green marketing communication within the retail and its various 

expressions and words used by clothing companies to showcase their sustainable 

products are often too difficult for consumers to perceive and could easily be 

misunderstood (Evans & Peirson-Smith 2018). Retail companies have followed the 

growing awareness of environmental issues and the demand for sustainable garments 

by starting to produce more environmentally friendly clothing (Jin Gam 2011). This is 
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because retail companies want to show that they take social responsibility for the 

environment and society. Despite the growing interest in environmentally friendly 

clothing in various media, Jin Gam (2011) also believes that the consumers’ 

understanding of it is limited. One study investigated the relationship between store-

related attributes of eco fashion and eco fashion purchase decisions and the effects of 

premium pricing (Chang & Wong 2012). Premium prices show to have an association 

with sustainable consumption decisions and store- related attributes have some positive 

effects on the eco fashion purchase decisions while Premium prices can decrease the 

willingness to purchase, especially if the customer has limited funds (ibid). Another 

study shows a correlation between ethical fashion and consumers’ willingness to pay a 

premium price with a focus on their concerns and beliefs regarding the environment 

(Shen, Wang, Lo & Shum 2012). Furthermore, the consumers’ beliefs about 

environmental and social responsibility are mainly based on what kind of reputation 

the brand or company has attained among consumers. 

 

According to Pihkala (2018), eco-anxiety explains how negative emotions and mental 

status can be affected by environmental conditions and their awareness about the issue. 

In a study about flight shame, which is a feeling of shame you get when you choose to 

travel by airplane, the result showed that some people are reconsidering thoughts and 

behaviors regarding their traveling choices (Mkono 2019). Either because of their own 

responsibility and new understandings of the environmental impact or that they want 

the desired response from the society (ibid). In a study written by Searle and Gow 

(2010), it is indicated that females under the age of 35 who have knowledge about the 

climate changes and are concerned about its effects run a higher risk of suffering from 

eco-anxiety in forms of depression, anxiety, and stress. 

 

2.2 Generation Z 

 

Twenge, Campbell, Hoffman & Lance (2010) define generations as a group born 

within a certain time period. This gives them similar values, expectations, beliefs, and 

behaviors that are influenced by societal events. Regarding Gen Z within the academic 

literature, there are various definitions of the generation, however, according to Fister 

Gale (2015) and Berkup (2014), Gen Z are born after 1995. This young generation 

differs greatly from the elder generations as they have been born into the global 

technological world and have never lived without the internet (Berkup 2014). For this 

reason, Gen Z also has other names such as children of the internet, digital natives, and 

iGen (Levickaite 2010). The characteristics that define Gen Z are individualism, result-

oriented mindset, the desire of freedom, dependency on technology, and speed (Berkup 
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2014). They socialize and communicate through the internet. An important event that 

occured during Gen Z's time period is that large companies such as Facebook, Apple, 

and Instagram were launched which had a great impact on the generation. This new 

generation is about to enter the business world and is expected to be wealthier than the 

previous generations due to the more advanced technology. Furthermore, Gen Z may 

benefit from having a majority of people that started their education at an early age and 

the fact that many continue to study at a higher level (ibid). 

 

Gen Z is known for a short attention span, so if companies want to capture their interest, 

companies should simplify and productively address the content of the message 

(Törőcsik, Szűcs & Kehl 2015). Furthermore, Gen Z is a self-confident generation, that 

is expected to take responsibility for their careers, succeeding well in areas such as 

management, communication, and innovation. In order to create an efficient 

environment for Gen Z, teamwork should be reduced and instead increase individual 

tasks, which would contribute to more positive success for Gen Z (Çora 2019). In an 

article written by Ariker and Toksoy (2017) present a study on Gen Z and their 

intention to purchase products from a company that is implementing CSR strategies. 

The result shows that Gen Z believes that companies use CSR to create a beneficial 

situation for both the consumer and the company, not just because of the company's 

own interests. Gen Z looks positively at companies using CSR projects, but it does not 

have to indicate a stronger tendency for a purchase. It is more important for Gen Z to 

be satisfied with the price and quality of the product than if a company uses CSR (ibid). 

In a study by Herrando, Jimenez-Martinez & Martin-De Hoyos (2019), they compare 

Gen Z with the older Gen X how to create and develop trust in social commerce. The 

result shows that Gen Z trust is based primarily on user-generated information. 

 

According to Beauchamp and Barnes (2015), consumer behavior among Gen Z differs 

from the older generations in terms of how and why they make a purchase decision. 

The younger generation exhibits higher levels of negative emotions in comparison to 

the elder generations when exposed to direct marketing. According to Moore (2012), 

Gen Z frequently uses technology and social media to engage and connect with various 

brands through their mobile devices. In a study conducted in Jakarta, Indonesia, the 

authors divided young shoppers into three different segments based on their self-

esteem, extraversion, and social communication skills (Iqbal & Halim 2019). The 

authors called the segments ‘Social butterflies’, ‘Confident techies’ and ‘Self-

contained Shoppers’. The Social butterflies have the highest levels of the three 

variables and the Self- contained Shoppers had the lowest. The Social butterflies are 

extroverts who enjoy purchasing fashion in physical stores with friends and are trend 

sensitive, while the Self-contained shoppers tend not to follow trends and are more 
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individualistic. The ‘Confident techies’ are in the middle and are those who might 

follow trends and enjoy purchasing clothes but prefer to do it online by themselves. 

Iqbal and Halim (2019) further discuss what has the strongest influence on the 

consumer, a variable which can be seen as a motivation to consume along with other 

variables such as improvement and price orientation. The study also suggested that 

young consumers in Jakarta and Indonesia are price-sensitive and can be persuaded to 

make a purchase by being offered a discount on the product (ibid). 

 

2.3 Self-image 

 

Stuppy, Mead & Osselaer (2020) shed light on how consumers use products to confirm 

their self-image. The authors found that consumers with low self-esteem tend to 

purchase products that are subordinate in terms of exclusivity when compared to 

premium brands. Stuppy et al. (2020) write that it is a way for consumers to verify their 

self-worth for themselves. In a study written by Sharma and Lal (2020), the authors 

advocate that the sense of moral is partly what influences the consumers’ purchasing 

decisions. The consumers’ morals influence the consumers’ judgment regarding what 

decisions to make. From a sustainable marketing point of view, consumers tend to 

negotiate with their morality to rationalize their judgments. To do this, consumers use 

their self-constructional thoughts to navigate through their morality to explore if they 

can compromise their values. The study shows how the consumers’ sense of morality 

leads them to choose sustainable consumption. However, when the consumer purchase 

intentions do not agree with sustainable consumption the consumers see the purchasing 

as something self-exonerating (ibid). The research also indicates that there is a liaison 

between consumption and self-identity and that the consumer’s frame of reference is 

an important part of how the consumer compares information in a retail environment. 

According to Dahl, Argo, and Morales (2012), it is important for the consumer to fit 

into social norms, however, to express individuality can be equally important. 

Furthermore, the study suggests that when it comes to developing a successful 

consumption-model there is a need to predict what part of the consumer’s self-concept 

regarding fashion that they are the most concerned with, conformity or individualism. 

In a study made by Banister and Hogg (2004) the authors came to the conclusion that 

consuming fashion is a complex decision process. Further, they argue that consumers 

have negative and positive associations with brands and products, and these 

associations affect their decisions. As an extension of this, by purchasing a product 

with a positive association the consumer creates a positive self-image (ibid).  
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A study conducted in New Zealand regarding young men’s fashion consumption by 

McNeill and McKay (2016) show that the male’s intentions are similar to women’s as 

for why they consume fashion, which is a desire to fit in. Moreover, its findings 

conclude that male consumers had a strong competitive drive as an additional 

motivation. The authors states that this can be linked to the norms in the society of the 

ideal masculine identity (ibid). The study also shows that the need to be comparing 

themselves with their peers is seen as something positive from the consumers’ point of 

view as it allows the consumers to be inspired. The consumers use fashion to categorize 

both themselves and others into groups as their fashion reflects their self-image (ibid). 

In a study made by Vigolo and Ugolini (2016), the authors research young women, and 

how their consumption is contributing to their self-image since the consumers’ self-

concept is closely linked to how they are perceiving a certain brand of fashion. Vigolo 

and Ugolini (2016) conclude their research by confirming that young female 

consumers are more likely to make a purchase from a certain brand if they feel like it 

will complement their ideal fashion style. Woodruffe-Burton and Wakenshaw (2011) 

conducts a study that shows that every human has different dimensions of their self-

identity and that these dimensions can be re-constructed through their consumption. 

The study suggests that the dimensions are the consumers’ relations, individuality, and 

collective self. Woodruffe-Burton and Wakenshaw (2011) also motivate that 

consumption is not only particular for the individual but also important as a social 

process. 

 

Jantzen, Fitchett, Østergaard, and Vetner (2012) state that in the current consumer 

culture there is a conspicuous attribute regarding the emotional regime, which is a form 

of hedonism. There is a focus on the pleasure of consuming, both regarding different 

senses and for the consumer’s inner experiences (ibid). Ertz, Lecompte and Durif 

(2017) study about consumers’ different consumption motives, where the motives are 

broken down and analyzed. There are two different primary kind of motives: utilitarian 

and psychological (ibid). Utilitarianism is the dominant motive and are the practical 

and necessary purchases. In addition to this, there are the psychological motives, which 

are defined by the consumers’ needs and wants but may not be classified as necessary 

purchases. These two motives can be fragmented into smaller variables to easier 

navigate and pinpoint which impulse triggered a certain decision. According to Ertz et 

al. (2017), the motives can be linked to one another and therefore influence the 

consumer. However, it is important to not simplify the consumer’s thought process as 

it is not regulated and can differ from situation to situation (ibid). 

 

In a study made by Nelson, Moore & Swanson (2019) they have added other 

dimensions of motives when targeting younger consumers. These broader motivations 
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are fashion seeking, pictorial imagery, and also influences by celebrities and public 

figures. It is common to seek inspiration for fashion on social platforms such as 

Instagram and Pinterest, and the motive is to keep up with the latest trends. Pictorial 

imagery as a motive translates into how consumers use their social media to get 

inspired by other pictures, but also the satisfaction of posting their own pictures. 

Getting influenced by celebrities is also connected to social media and could trigger 

consumers to make a purchase they associate with the celebrity. Thus, the possible 

motivation is to be connected to someone they idolize (ibid). 

 

2.4 Psychological factors 

 

According to Festinger (1962), cognitive dissonance is the uneasy feeling a person 

experiences when he or she does something that is conflicting with his or her sense of 

moral. In similarity to how hunger drives humans to eat, the dissonance is influencing 

how humans decide to act in different situations. When making a decision that does 

not correspond with one's values and morals, people tend to get defensive about the 

decision in order to justify it for themselves and others (ibid). Imam (2013) found that 

female consumers tend to experience a higher level of post purchase dissonance in 

comparison to male consumers when making impulse purchases. The theory of why 

this happens is that female consumers tend to gravitate towards products that have a 

symbolic or affective value for them. If the purchase does not meet the expectations, 

the negative emotions that occur consequently later transforms into regret. Those 

negative emotions are also classified as cognitive dissonance (ibid). McDonald, Oates, 

Thyne, Timmis, and Carlile (2015) study about how passengers justify their flying 

despite being aware of the environmental impact. The study concludes that when the 

cognitive dissonance increases, their behavior does not change to the same extent as 

their need for justifications. Also, consumers with ideographic beliefs about 

sustainability disobey the norms by continuing to fly. One norm must be transgressed 

by another norm since the norm about choosing not to fly is not socially accepted yet. 

Since the choice of flying gets in a conflict with the participants’ moral, cognitive 

dissonance occurs (ibid). 

 

Kurt Lewin presents a concept of two forces; approach and avoidance where one is 

positive, and one is negative (Lewin 1935). When a consumer has a desire towards 

something it is called approach and if they have a need to avoid it, it is called avoidance. 

These are also referred to as positive and negative valence. When a consumer wants to 

approach something but at the same time avoid it, a motivational conflict occurs. Lewin 

suggest three factors for conflict resolution: tension, the magnitude of valence, and 
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psychological distance. Tension is described as a need or desire while magnitude of 

valence as a prioritization of valence, e.g. how much you like or dislike something. The 

psychological distance is dependent on which option is the most available and 

convenient. Knowledge about the different options and the item’s negative and positive 

aspects can also influence a consumer’s valence (ibid). O’Schaugnessy (2013) explains 

how the approach/avoidance situation can be found in a shopping context. Consumers 

will weigh the benefits of the products, also called the approach, against the avoidance 

factors and its obstacles in order to make a shopping decision. In some cases, a certain 

amount of external persuasion is needed in order to weigh the benefits and obstacles 

against each other (ibid). Apter (1989) has developed a theory called Reversal theory 

which stresses that decision making is sometimes connected to anxiety. The arousal of 

wanting something can either be very pleasant or unpleasant; excitement vs. anxiety. 

A decision-making situation can therefore be in an anxiety-avoidance mode where the 

consumer seeks relaxation. Consumers can be motivated by seeking a reduction or 

increase of arousal. Two states are explained; telic and paratelic, where telic is a state 

where someone is pursuing a certain goal and paratelic is when the goal is being set 

aside from the behavior and the specific activity is in focus. Anxiety occurs if obstacles 

are in the way of achieving a goal and if the goal is being achieved relaxation is the 

result (ibid). 

 

2.5 Literature review summary 

 

To summarize the theoretical framework, Gen Z is the first generation born into a 

technological society and they has not experienced a life without the internet Berkup 

(2014). In addition to this, the generation has a bigger sense of social responsibility 

than previous generations (Çora 2019). Gen Z as consumers differ from the older 

generations by tending to have more negative emotions when exposed to direct 

marketing (Beauchamp & Barnes 2015). It is also shown that consumers’ morality and 

values affect how they choose to consume (Sharma & Lal 2020). Other factors that 

affect how consumers make their decision is how the consumers want to be perceived 

from others, as consumers are more likely to make purchases from a brand that they 

feel are a complement to their self-identity than from brands they feel no personal 

connection to (Vigolo & Ugolini 2016). The concept developed by Lewin on 

motivational conflicts describes the positive and negative desires to approach or avoid 

certain items (Lewin 1935). Festinger’s (1962) theory about the consequential feeling 

of a conflict of values called cognitive dissonance. 
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Studies show that consumers’ level of knowledge regarding the fashion industry's 

environmental footprints affects their decisions about consuming fast fashion (Watson 

& Yan 2013). Still, many consumers purchase seasonal fashion and purchase on 

impulse, the industry sees a demand to continue to produce fast fashion, since many 

consumers purchase seasonal fashion for recreational purposes (McNeill & Moore 

2015). Eco fashion is linked to premium pricing and there is a relationship between 

consumers’ willingness to pay a higher price for ethical fashion which could affect 

consumers’ buying decisions as well (Shen et al. 2012). Furthermore, some brands are 

creating CSR plans and are working towards becoming more sustainable (Jin Gam 

2011). 

 

2.6 Conceptual framework 

 

 
Figure 2.1 Conceptual framework 
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3 Research Methodology 

The following chapter introduces, explains, and argues for the methodological 

framework chosen for the data collection and the data analysis used in this essay when 

trying to answer the research questions. Criticism for the chosen methods will be 

presented and lastly the ethical and sustainable considerations will be discussed. 

3.1 Deductive approach 

 

A deductive research approach describes the relationship between research and theory 

on the basis of what is already known within a certain research domain (Bryman & 

Bell 2011). This is the most common approach when conducting research. The contrary 

to a deductive approach is an inductive approach where the researchers implicate 

findings on theories within a certain domain of research and whereas the theory is a 

result of the research (ibid). The characteristics of deductive research are the deducing 

of a hypothesis and the terms of operation where the indications of measurements are 

shown (Saunders 2009). A deductive approach can be used when conducting 

qualitative research as well as quantitative. In short, a deductive approach is used to 

test a theory, and an inductive approach is used in order to build a theory (ibid). 

 

This thesis followed a deductive approach as it was based on the fundamentals of 

consumer behavior business research theory with a focus on Gen Z described by inter 

alia Berkup (2014) but also with perspectives from well-established theories about 

motivations, reversal theory and cognitive dissonance by Lewin (1935), Apter (1989) 

& Festinger (1962). The hypotheses in this thesis were formulated as research 

questions. 

 

3.2 Qualitative research 

 

Qualitative research is more focused on the descriptive understanding of the 

phenomenon in words, rather than numbers (Bryman & Bell 2011). Quantitative 

research is based on numerical data collection with a clear foundation in 

epistemological and ontological philosophies often presented as statistics. Qualitative 

research also stresses the understanding of our social world through the researchers and 

their perceptions of the participants’ answers in an interpretive epistemology. Two 

central assumptions are made regarding qualitative research; the importance of face to 

face interactions and the fact that the researcher must be committed in the participants 
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mindset in order to gain the most social knowledge. Transparency regarding the 

sampling in qualitative research is of most importance since the sampling is not 

representative of a population, and that should be clear. (ibid). 

 

A qualitative research method is mostly aligned with the purpose of gaining a deeper 

understanding and insight into Gen Z’s consumer behavior regarding sustainable 

conscious fashion (SCF). Semi-structured interviews have been conducted with 

participants within Gen Z. The original method was to conduct interviews face to face 

but due to Covid-19, the interviews were conducted online with video and audio 

recording. The participants in the study were compiled through personal contacts such 

as acquaintances and former teachers of the authors, which makes the sampling of 

participants mostly convenient and opportunistic from the researcher’s point of view. 

The participants were selected based on their age and with the aspiration of equal 

division between the sexes and lastly, they had to be a Swedish citizen. Due to Covid-

19, the Swedish government (2020) stopped all physical education on upper secondary 

schools which has limited visitations and physical interactions with students. This 

restriction made our selection more opportunistic and convenient than the original 

idea, which was to contact schools in Kalmar and through dialogue with teachers select 

participants who freely would like to partake in focus groups. However, due to Covid-

19 the decision was made that the empirical material would not reach the same depth 

with online focus groups and therefore in-depth individual interviews were chosen 

instead. 

 

3.3 Research design 

 

According to Bryman and Bell (2011), an experimental research design is not 

commonly used within the business research domain, however, an experimental design 

is sometimes used as a benchmark for non-experimental research designs. When 

conducting an experiment, the independent variables need to be manipulated in order 

to see its influence on the dependent variable. A longitudinal design is usually 

conducted in order to outline changes. Since this is a design highly affected by time 

and costs, it is not often used in business research. The case study design is most 

common in business research since it investigates a single case in detail while 

comparative studies investigate and compare two or more cases (ibid). 

 

Another research design is called comparative design, where the purpose is to use the 

same type of method of two or more cases that are contrasting to each other. In this 

thesis, a cross-sectional design was appropriate since it includes an analysis of more 
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than one case and the data was collected simultaneously with no manipulated variables. 

The SOGI model describes different levels of analysis; societies, organizations, groups, 

and individuals (ibid). The level of analysis in this study according to the model is 

‘individuals’, and no analysis will be made over its boundaries. The focus in this 

research design was to examine the relationship between confirmed themes, two of 

them being Gen Z and SCF consumption. According to Kumar (2011), a cross-

sectional research design is specialized in investigating the extent of a phenomenon, 

situation, problem, or an attitude within a population by taking a cross-section of them. 

 

3.4 Data collection 

 

Collected data is what provides any research with information, which is gained from 

various sources (Ghauri & Grønhaug 2015; Kumar 2011). However, the method being 

used to collect the data is important to consider as well for the research study, 

depending on which type of research is conducted. Primary data is information that is 

collected by the research directly from the sources, and in qualitative research primary 

data is often collected through interviews and observations (Kumar 2011). There is a 

number of different ways to collect data when conducting qualitative research. How 

primary data is collected depends upon how the study is designed and on the research 

question (Ghauri & Grønhaug 2015). The major types of interviews for collecting data, 

according to Bryman and Bell (2011), are structured, semi-structured, and unstructured 

interviews. A structured interview, also called a standardized interview, consists of 

closed questions asked in a specific order. The aim with a structured interview is for 

all of the participants to have the same questions provided in order to gain appropriate 

replies, by giving them the identical concepts of questioning. Semi-structured and 

unstructured interviews are more flexible in how they are conducted and usually consist 

of open-ended questions. The aim of these types of interviews is to get more in-depth 

answers. The interviewer has an interview guide with a number of questions, but there 

is no set order of the questions and the interviewer can ask further questions based on 

the answers that are given. The context of every interview is therefore unique. This 

way of interviewing is usually more informal and is conducted with one interviewee at 

a time. In addition to these types of interviews there is also the option of conducting 

focus groups where an, often homogeneous, group of individuals discuss a specific 

topic from which the data is collected (ibid).  

 

In this study, primary data has been collected through semi-structured interviews with 

the intent to gain deeper knowledge regarding Gen Z’s perception of SCF and one's 

self-image. The interviews consisted of both closed and open-ended questions. The 
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fundamental research that this thesis was based on is collected as secondary sources 

through articles and studies. According to Ghauri and Grønhaug (2015), secondary data 

is the data that has been published by others in articles, books, and other online sources. 

In this thesis, no secondary data has been used. However, secondary sources have been 

used exclusively in the introduction, literature review, methodological chapter and in 

the final analysis. Most of the secondary sources were assembled from peer-reviewed 

academic sources that were published in 2010 or later to assure that contemporary 

information was used. The secondary sources were selected due to their relevance 

regarding the thesis research questions. 

 

3.5 Operationalisation 

 

Kumar (2011) states, “If you are using a concept in your study, you need to consider 

its operationalisation – that is, how it will be measured.”. To create an 

operationalisation the different indicators in the research need to be converted into 

variables. The variables need to have a clear association with the concept of the study, 

however, it can be accommodated after the researcher’s requirement (Kumar 2011). 

According to Miles and Huberman (1994), it is important to use an interview guide 

when conducting a qualitative study. When doing a semi-structured interview, a guide 

enables the interviewer to adjust the questions during the interview. This can generate 

more complex answers since the interview becomes more of a dialogue. 

 

When conducting the interview for this thesis, the questions were created based on the 

concepts in the literature review and the conceptual framework (Figure 2.1). The 

structure of the interview guide was created according to Bryman and Bell (2011). The 

first part of the interview was focused on the participant’s consumer behavior, followed 

by questions regarding SCF consumption. The questions regarding self-image were 

placed last in the interview in order to create a feeling that the interviewees could 

confide in the interviewers and answer truthfully. The interview guide concluded 12 

questions with several sub-questions (see Appendix A). The themes were created based 

on the operationalisation (table 3.1), Sustainability, Consumer Behavior, Ethical and 

Environmental Responsibility, Eco-Anxiety, and Self-image.  
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Table 3.1 Operationalisation  

Concept 
Responding 

questions 
Reasoning 

Participant information  
Basic information, such 

as age and occupation. 

Sustainability 1-2  

Gain information about 

the participant’s 

perception and 

knowledge about 

sustainability 

Consumer behavior  3-6 

Help to identify the 

participant consumption 

behavior in terms of 

frequency, finance, time, 

and thoughtfulness 

Responsibilities 7,9,11 & 12 

The aim with these 

questions will help to 

identify whom the 

participants believe has 

the ultimate responsibility 

regarding the climate 

crisis  

Eco-anxiety 8 

Help to learn about the 

participants who have 

experienced eco-anxiety 

and how they handle it. 

Self-image 10 

The questions in this 

section provide 

information regarding the 

participant’s self-

perception.  

3.6 Method of data analysis 

 

When conducting qualitative research, it often generates a large amount of data, which 

can be difficult to process. This thesis concluded semi-structured interviews with 25 

participants and the data was extensive. The empirical findings from the interviews 

were closely examined to find appropriate themes which were then used to conduct the 

analysis. The themes were a tool to find patterns in the collected data, with the aim to 

answer the research questions (Bryman & Bell 2011). When developing the themes, 
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the theoretical framework, and the concepts in the operationalisation table 3.1 were 

taken into consideration as well. Since all participants were anonymous, any personal 

information was purposely left out of this thesis. When weighing in the fact that the 

data was extensive, the decision of doing a sectional transcription was made to present 

the valuable data regarding the research questions. 

 

This study was conducted as a bachelor’s thesis by the three authors. In order to write 

this thesis, the authors divided the work in such a way that their individual strengths 

were used to their full potential. After writing the first draft the text was examined, 

discussed, and altered collectively. This was a continuous ongoing process used as a 

tool in order for the text to be coherent and relevant. During the process, the authors 

has been working from the same location for most of the time to be able to discuss any 

errors directly. All work regarding doing interviews as well as doing the transcriptions 

was equally divided. The authors and their main responsibilities were (1) Ellen 

Brantemo, who has continuously studied the linguistics of the thesis as well as 

contributed with additional theories to strengthen the study (2) Hanna Carlstedt, who 

has been adapting storytelling in the writing and prompting discussion among the 

authors (3) Hanna Wilhelmsson, who had the primary responsibility for the layout of 

the entire thesis along with adding theories and secondary data to confirm the 

statements. All authors have had an indispensable part of the process, and this thesis 

could not have been completed without any of them. 

 

The sample size consisted of 25 individuals born between 1995 and 2004, with 13 

female and 12 male participants. This research did not have participants from the entire 

span of Gen Z, so only a population within the generation was concluded in this thesis. 

To achieve as much objectivity as possible, most of the participants were persons 

whom the authors did not know on a personal level. In rare cases when an author had 

a personal relationship with the participant, the other two authors were the ones 

conducting the interview. Below in table 3.2 shows the spread of the population for 

this thesis. 
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Table 3.2 spread of the population 

Number of the 

participant 
Gender Year of birth Main occupation 

No. 1 Male 2000 Working  

No. 2 Male 2001 Student 

No. 3 Male 2001 Student 

No. 4 Male 2000 Working 

No. 5 Female 1996 Working 

No. 6  Male 1998 Student  

No. 7 Male  2003 Student 

No. 8 Female 1997 Working 

No. 9 Female 2003 Student 

No. 10 Female 1996 Working 

No. 11 Female 1999 Student 

No. 12 Male 2003 Student 

No. 13 Male 1996 Student 

No. 14 Female 1996 Working 

No. 15 Female 2001 Student 

No. 16 Female 1996 Student 

No. 17 Male 1997 Working 

No. 18 Male 1995 Student 

No. 19 Male 2003 Student 

No. 20 Male 2003 Student 

No. 21 Female 1996 Student 

No. 22 Female 1997 Working 

No. 23 Female 2001 Student 

No. 24 Female 1999 Student 

No. 25 Female 2004 Student 
 

The participants received a short introduction form before the interview informing 

them about the thesis and the purpose of their contribution. The interviews were 

conducted by one of the authors taking the role of the main interviewer and overseen 

by a second author. All the interviews were partly transcribed and summarized to 

enable the authors and readers to get an overall understanding of the data findings. Not 

all the participants have been quoted. This decision was made because of how vast the 

data collected from the empirical findings was and the fact that the interviews have 

only been partly transcribed. The quotes that have been used in the empirical findings 

and analysis have been chosen due to the fact that they strengthen the collectively given 

answers or contrast answers given by other participants. 
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3.7 Quality of research 

 

In qualitative research, validity and reliability cannot be used in the same way as in 

quantitative research (Bryman & Bell 2011). Lincoln and Guba (1985) propose that in 

qualitative research there are two primary criteria to generate quality, which are 

trustworthiness and authenticity. Validity parallels with credibility and transferability 

whereas dependability parallels with reliability and conformability with objectivity 

depending on if the research is qualitative or quantitative. In order to create 

trustworthiness in research these criteria’s have to be fulfilled. 

 

3.7.1 Validity 

 

Validity is the degree to which the data collected and presented is correct and 

appropriate (Kvale & Brinkmann 2014). In other words, validity should refer to the 

ability of the chosen method and if it discovered the findings it was designed to 

discover (Kumar 2014). Credibility and transparency are applied in qualitative research 

as a parallel to validity (Lincoln and Guba 1985). According to Saldana (2011) 

credibility is a matter of how credible the thesis is and how the researchers know that 

their findings are true and accurate. Therefore, it is important to present a credible 

interpretation of the data that has been collected. According to Bryman & Bell (2011), 

transferability is when researchers demonstrate how research discoveries can be 

applied in other similar contexts, such as similar situations or populations. This is 

almost impossible in qualitative research as it is often a smaller group or individuals 

with common features that are studied. It therefore becomes more difficult to 

generalize the findings to an entire population.  

 

In order to increase the validity in this thesis, the researchers have addressed the matters 

of the accuracy of the data through researcher triangulation. In the analysis process, 

data from all the interviews were reviewed and analyzed individually by each 

researcher. Thereafter, the conclusions were compared to see if the interpretations of 

the data had a similar result from all researchers. To further improve the transferability 

of this paper, a ‘thick’ description has been used. The researcher has provided the 

reader with appropriate information about the findings so that they can evaluate how 

far the findings are transferable. Based on that, the reader can consider the 

transferability of the discoveries and interpretations presented. 
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3.7.2 Reliability 

 

To summarize what reliability is, Bryman & Bell (2011) state that it refers to which 

extent the research could be replicated. Reliability in qualitative research means that if 

another researcher would have conducted the same research, they should gain the same 

results and reach the same conclusions (Denscombe 2014). Lincoln and Guba (1985) 

describe dependability as the equivalent to reliability. Researchers should be careful 

when summarizing all the data that has been collected to be sure that it corresponds to 

the conclusions that are drawn. Other external researchers should be able to review the 

same data and then come to similar results. Confirmability is the degree to which the 

researcher influences the findings (Bryman & Bell 2011). It is impossible to have no 

influence at all in a qualitative research, therefore, the aim should be to have as little 

influence as possible. The researchers approached the data with an open mind and were 

truthful in the analysis of data in order to obtain a neutral basis of the interpretations 

and conclusions drawn from the data in this thesis.  

 

In order for the reader to understand how empirical findings have been collected and 

how the conclusions have been made, the thesis has strengthened reliability through an 

‘audit trail’. This has been clearly explained through the different strategies that has 

been applied in this thesis methodology chapter. The interviews that have been 

conducted were also recorded with both video and audio through using digital tools 

such as the Zoom program. These files have been stored in a safe place and there are 

also copies if one should be compromised. Furthermore, the interviews have been 

partly transcribed. In addition, Appendix A includes the interview guide used in all 

interviews translated from Swedish to English. 

 

3.8 Method criticism 

 

Qualitative research has been criticized for being too subjective, meaning that the 

results of the research can rely too heavily on the researchers' view of what is 

significant and important for the study (Bryman & Bell 2011). Furthermore, if the 

researcher has a close connection with its respondents, this can also have an effect on 

the result (Leavy 2014). Qualitative research is more unstructured and dependent on 

the researcher than quantitative research (Bryman & Bell 2011), which also makes it 

much more difficult to replicate. The most important instrument in qualitative research 

is the researcher as they are the ones who observe the chosen method, which in this 

thesis are the conducted interviews. Furthermore, it is the researchers who decide what 

is more important to focus on when the interview is in progress, such as when a 
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researcher thinks there should be a follow-up question, or how they act in different 

answers and situations. Another researcher may have acted differently or focused on 

other issues. 

 

The researcher will also be unknowingly influenced by the different characteristics of 

the participants, such as personality, gender, and age (ibid). As the interpretation of the 

implementation of the method will be different, it also makes it difficult to get a fair 

replication of the research. Another error that can arise with the semi-structured 

interviews is that they are limited to a small sample number, therefore it can be difficult 

to generalize the answer to a larger population. It is important for the researcher to 

present how they chose the participants for the interviews and how the analysis was 

conducted. In addition, it shows how conclusions in the study were reached during 

research and methodology to avoid a lack of transparency (ibid). 

 

3.9 Ethical considerations 

 

According to Denscombe (2014), ethics in research is not a choice, it is a fundamental 

approach to business research that is expected by researchers. Primarily, ethics is about 

making choices guided by society’s norms. The researchers must ensure that sufficient 

attention has been paid to those who participate and are affected by the research 

regarding their rights and beliefs (Kumar 2014). 

 

This thesis has followed the Swedish law (SFS 2003:460) on ethical review of research 

concerning people, following the 16, 17, and 18 §§§. In coherence with this law all 

participants for the interviews received a document of a summary containing the 

purpose of this research. The summary was kept brief to provide transparency and not 

affect the participant before the interview. To maintain the participants personal 

information classified, all interviewees have been kept anonymous. In addition to this, 

if the participants would have decided that they no longer desired to participate in the 

research they had the option to withdraw at any time. Since the target group included 

participants under the age of 18, a consent form was required to be signed by a parent 

or legal guardian. All collected information from the interviews will be kept 

confidential and for further security also on a backup copy. Participants will after the 

thesis has been submitted have access to the complete study. Due to the ongoing 

pandemic, Covid-19 has affected how the interviews were gathered. All interactions 

and interviews followed the recommendations and restrictions from the Public Health 

Agency of Sweden (2020). For that reason, all interviews were held online to prevent 

further spread of Covid-19. 
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3.10 Sustainable considerations 

 

In 1 chapter, 5 § of the Swedish law of university (SFS 1992:1434) states that in its 

activities, universities shall promote sustainable development. Therefore, this thesis 

aimed to make a conscious effort to leave the smallest possible impact on the 

environment. A choice was made to avoid the use of physical prints and instead apply 

digital documents when given the chance. The whole thesis was conducted locally in 

Kalmar. Therefore, no extensive travel was made by plane or car. However, if travel 

within Kalmar became necessary it was mainly by bicycle and not with public 

transportation. 

 

4 Empirical findings 

This chapter will present the empirical data that has been collected through semi-

structured interviews. The empirical data will be sorted into the themes presented in 

the operationalisation. The five different themes are sustainability, customer behavior, 

ethical responsibility, eco-anxiety, and self-image. 

4.1 Sustainability 

 

The first two main questions in the interview are about sustainability, asking what 

sustainability means for the participants, their family, and friends and whether or not 

they think it is important. Most of the participants answer that sustainability is 

important to them because of their future life on this planet. Participant 5 (2020) 

answers that sustainability is not only about buying or not buying, but that it is more 

about our entire way of consuming.  Participant 14 (2020) says, “maybe you should 

think about your decisions and not just shop for shopping, but like have a purpose with 

it.". Many mention that sustainability means thinking twice before purchasing an item 

and advocate that consumers should reflect about if they really need the product in 

order not to overconsume. Some participants connect sustainability with the durability 

of the garments and others think more about sustainability when it comes to food 

purchases but not as much when it comes to clothing and accessories. Participant 6 

(2020) states: 

“Yes. I consider sustainability when I purchase food. Maybe not when I buy more, 

like things. So, if I were to buy a pair of jeans I would not think about if they are 

sustainable or not”. 
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When purchasing food, the participants think about consuming locally produced and 

less meat. However, some do consider sustainability as important, while also admitting 

that it is not something that they reflect upon it right now. One younger participant 7 

(2020) believes that it will become more important when he gets a bit older. Participant 

16 (2020) says, “at first thought it does not mean anything special (...) It is not 

something I think about daily or something I’ve ever thought much about”. 

 

Participant 14 (2020) says that she wants to contribute with as much as possible to 

society and be able to live with her decisions, based on her knowledge and awareness 

about society and environmental issues. Furthermore, others say that they continually 

get reminded about the situation from news outlets and from school, friends, and social 

media. Since it is a subject frequently discussed, some believe that it has become a 

trend to be more engaged in sustainable aspects. As participant 11 (2020) states when 

we ask if she believes sustainability is important among her friends: 

“Yes, I do, especially the ones I go to school with. It is very noticeable that people 

are aware, everybody rides their bikes, and some are vegetarians and because of the 

environmental aspects. Eh, many buy second-hand and such, so I believe it is almost 

like a culture among students”. 

Another participant 21 (2020) says that if one person cares for sustainable 

consumption, that person will also care for their well-being. She believes that it is more 

of a holistic lifestyle to be sustainable. In addition to this, participant 16 (2020) thinks 

sustainability is important, but at the same time, she admits believing it is not as 

important as others might consider sustainability to be. She believes that she would 

probably act more on it if she felt that way. Some feel that their consumption as an 

individual could only a make a small difference. Participant 1 (2020) says, “In many 

cases, your egoism takes over and you have other things to think about, so you don’t 

put that much time into it”. He continues by saying “So in my case, it is probably that 

I am not... it is important but, it is not prioritized”. To emphasize, some say that it is 

easier and more convenient to not think about sustainability and that it sometimes is 

connected to laziness. Participant 18 (2020) admits that he should reflect more upon 

sustainability but that there are many factors to reflect about and that it is hard to 

prioritize and change their consumption behavior. Some have the impression that most 

climate changes do not affect Sweden instantly, therefore, they are having difficulty 

prioritizing it since the problem seems too far away. When asking what her motivation 

is regarding sustainability participant 25 (2020) states: 
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“Considering everything you read on the news and how important it is to lots of other 

people. You notice that in other countries there is a lot of things that happening when 

you do not think about what you buy”. 

4.2 Consumer behavior 

 

The amount of money spent per month on clothes and accessories differ a lot among 

the interviewees. Participant 7 (2020) says that he spends about 300 SEK, while 

participant 2 (2020) says that he spent 3000 SEK one month and that his main 

motivation was utility. Furthermore, he describes that he often thinks that he needs the 

item, and therefore, purchases it since he cannot find a reason not to. The question 

regarding if the participant mostly purchase fashion in physical offline stores or online, 

some say that they mostly shop online after getting affected by influencer marketing. 

Those who say they shop online often do it by themselves, instead of visiting physical 

stores. Participant 2 (2020) says that when visiting stores, he prefers to do it with 

friends. This is a recurring answer among the respondents. The participants also say 

that they usually have a goal with their purchases because they have a specific item in 

mind that they want to buy. The question regarding impulse purchases, one participant 

believes that it is easier to impulse shop in offline stores than online. Participant 7 

(2020) says that discounts and sales makes him more willing to buy items on impulse 

but that his more expensive newly produced clothes and accessories are much more 

well thought out. When asking whether the participants mostly shop for utility or 

pleasure some say that they want to say utility but that it is mostly for pleasure. 

Participant 23 (2020) describes it: 

“You try to keep it to utility (laughter) but sometimes I shop just because I think it is 

fun because you think ‘oh this is nice to have’ or that you have been inspired by an 

influencer”.  

Participant 18 (2020) says that he believes there is a difference between men and 

women’s clothing regarding fast versus slow fashion. He states that is is easier for men 

than it is for women to purchase slow fashion since his impression is that they have 

more fast fashion options. He only buys slow fashion and timeless items that could last 

up to 20 years in the future. Participant 14 (2020) says that since she graduated from 

university and started working, she has started to invest more in her wardrobe 

compared to when she was younger and always bought fast fashion. Another 

interviewee, participant 8 (2020) further states that when she was younger, she could 

purchase clothing for just one specific occasion, and then never wear it again. However, 

she has stopped doing that since she moved out from her parents’ house and into her 
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own apartment. Participant 21 (2020) says that she thinks that impulse purchases are 

more fun and that she sometimes gets a thrill out of it, but that she would want to shop 

more slow fashion: “You don’t get that same kick out of it” Participant 14 (2020) says 

regarding slow fashion: 

“I think that even if you shop premium prices, it doesn’t mean that just that company 

has a better product, like produces it in a better way than for example H&M’s 

factories”. 

Many of the interviewees say that they get their main inspiration for fashion through 

social media profiles and that these profiles do not advocate for sustainability. 

Participant 8 (2020) says that: 

“No, they really do not! And even if they write that they care for the environment, 

they still do not, since they constantly promote that you should buy more clothes that 

are fast fashion”. 

Participant 15 (2020) states that influencers sometimes say that they are sustainable 

because it gives them the impression of being politically correct. Furthermore, she adds 

that they push followers to buy more products, “It is not sustainable to just buy, buy, 

buy”. Participant 21 (2020) says that she wants something even more the longer she 

looks at it and that she gets highly affected by marketing whereas participant 17 (2020) 

says that he only considers the positive feeling he gets he sees a garments he wants but 

he thinks he might be subconsciously influenced by others. 

 

Several of the interviewees are frequent second-hand shoppers. For example, 

participant 3 (2020) who is a member of several Facebook groups that focus on selling 

and buying second-hand fashion, where he purchases most of his clothing. He states, 

“I shop a lot through Facebook, in like these groups, so its second-hand”. He is 

interested in clothing brands and states that he consumes in these groups because he 

would not afford these brands otherwise. Therefore, the lower prices are his main 

motivation when buying second-hand, and that sustainability is not a subject even 

mentioned in the groups. Although, he still saves up funds to purchase items in the 

groups which makes all purchases well thought through and not spontaneous actions, 

since he usually cannot afford it. Participant 4 (2020) says that he frequently purchases 

expensive second-hand clothes online since the items he wants are not available in the 

physical second-hand stores. He says that he would rather spend more money on fewer 

items if the outcome is that the clothes are unique. He chooses to purchase more 

premium branded clothes on second-hand, which he knows will retain value since he 

wants to be able to sell the items when they no longer are being used. The participant 
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has a great interest in buying second-hand clothes, with the motivation that it is more 

original fashion items. Furthermore, he says: 

“It is also, if I buy something in a store then it is, there is a chance that 50 other 

people will have the same garment, and if I buy it on second-hand or something 

instead, then the chance is very low that someone else has the exact same garment. 

So, it feels kind of, it reflects me more (…) unique, in some way”. 

Participant 5 (2020) has consumed a lot through online second-hand stores because she 

thinks it is easier to get a good visualization of the items online. Participant 14 (2020) 

has the opinion that most physical second-hand stores look like her closet at home, 

which damages her inspiration to purchase since the ambiance in a store is of most 

importance to her. Participant 8 (2020) who does not frequently shop second-hand says 

"A lot, at least women's clothing is very cheap so then ... then it will not be that you 

need to go to a second-hand store". In addition to that, she also says "I think more 

about the price than that it is more or less good for the environment.". Many of the 

participants shop second-hand because of the prices and one admits that he has never 

even thought of the fact that second-hand is considered to be sustainable. Others get 

motivation by the unique items and that it is easier to obtain a personal style with 

second-hand clothing. Participant 16 (2020) says that she has the impression that the 

clothes you can find on second-hand are of lower quality and that there is only a certain 

type of people who purchase second-hand which she does not identify herself with. 

However, participant 19 (2020) says that he likes the ’80s and ’90s style, which he can 

find at these stores. In addition to this, second-hand clothes appeal to him in general. 

Participant 7 (2020) states that he is without income, and therefore, is drawn to second-

hand stores’ prices but also the fact that it is sustainable “(...) that makes it stupid to 

opt it out”. Participant 15 (2020) says, “Only for the environment’s sake (...) but the 

price is just a perk”, when she is asked why she shops second-hand. She also mentions 

that second-hand clothes can cost as much as newly produced clothing since it is 

“considered cool to purchase second-hand”, but then states that the prices differ and 

that second-hand stores in bigger cities such as Stockholm sometimes has higher prices. 

Some participants say that they are willing to spend more funds on certain items such 

as jackets and shoes. 

 

4.3 Responsibilities 

 

When asking the participants how they think consumption affects the climate their 

answers differ from each other. Participant 2 (2020) says that he does not believe that 
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people can see the difference or listen to the information about if the clothes are 

manufactured differently “There is a big difference, but I don’t think people listen to it 

though”. Also, he says that the fashion industry only slightly affects the environment. 

Instead, he believes that the problem is with transportation and the food industry. 

Furthermore, several of the participants say that overconsumption is the major factor 

for climate change. Participant 24 (2020) says, “In some way, it is what drives the 

climate changes, the overconsumption”. In addition, interviewee participant 6 (2020) 

states that we consume too much of everything, and participant 23 (2020) says that our 

consumption affects the environment very negatively. Furthermore, shipping is defined 

by several of the participants to be the major negative factor that affects the 

environment. Participant 12 (2020) mentions that Sweden is such a small part of the 

emissions in the world and he therefore thinks that the focus should lie on helping other 

countries to get started with their environmental work. “I don’t think about it so much 

since we are so good at it already”. However, another participant says that all types of 

consumption affect the climate negatively and that one should always strive to consume 

as little as possible. Participant 25 (2020) says that she knows that a lot of water is 

needed in order to produce a pair of jeans, and she also reflects on all the unnecessary 

resources being used in the industry. Participant 24 (2020) says: 

“I think, I know that they are (laughter) or, I know that the shipping is not good and I 

can figure out that if they sell a sweater for 90 SEK then maybe it is not very 

environmentally friendly. And yet I buy from them so… (laughter) I do not know”, 

When asking if she would continue to shop from a retailer, she knows is bad for the 

environment. Participant 15 (2020) says: “Bad companies or like bad for the 

environment, I think they should have to compensate with money or compensate by 

planting forest or maybe make it illegal (...)”. 

The question regarding if their consumption affects the climate gained a lot of different 

answers. Several of the participants say that they do not believe that their consumption 

affects the environment in comparison to many other people. Participant 7 (2020) says, 

“of course it does, it cannot be overlooked”. The interviewee participant 14 (2020) 

says that she believes that her consumption affects the climate, she does not believe it 

is the main ‘villain’ regarding the climate crisis. Furthermore, participant 16 (2020) 

says that she believes that her consumption affects the climate somewhat, but not 

enough for her to change something behavioral. Participant 15 (2020) says that “I think 

that, even the small things you do, that all the choices matter”. She further says it is 

easy to think “what I do does not matter” however, she tries to think that it does. 

Participant 11 (2020) believes that she has become more aware in the past few years. 
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She tries to only purchase what she needs and only buy basic clothes with good quality. 

Participant 18 (2020) says that he does believe that his consumption affects the climate, 

although he has not calculated how much. Participant 24 (2020) believes that she 

consumes less than the average Swede and therefore, her impact is much less, since a 

lot of people live much more unsustainable than she does. Another interviewee, 

participant 23 (2020) admits to not thinking about it at all when shopping, but then 

after a while into the interview she realizes and understands that her consumption does 

affect the environment. Participant 18 (2020) says that sustainable alternatives often 

cost more and that he almost must choose between either economy or sustainability 

and then the economy weighs heavier. Therefore, he often decides not to purchase a 

sustainable item. In addition, participant 16 (2020) states that she prioritizes other 

things such as her economy since she is a university student and that the prices are of 

more importance to her than sustainability. 

 

Only a few of the participants take sustainability into consideration before purchasing 

apparel. One of these exceptions are participant 5 (2020) who says that her primary 

motive for purchasing second-hand is because of the environment and if it were not a 

sustainable choice she would not buy second-hand. Participant 4 (2020) states “I have 

been thinking more about it lately, that I like to go to these second-hand stores and 

all.” Participant 7 (2020) says that if the item has high quality then he assumes that it 

is well-produced as well. Many of the interviewees say that they do not consider 

sustainability, they only consider whether the item appeals to them or not. Another 

female, participant 10 (2020) says that she finds it hard to understand and does not 

realize how the fashion industry affects the environment. She compares sustainable 

shopping to her using her car and the fact that she does not eat meat, which she thinks 

are more noticeable to her. Participant 6 (2020) states that he would not research the 

stores regarding sustainability before purchasing a garment. However, some say that 

they find it hard to find the information about whether or not the brand or store is 

sustainable. For example, participant 1 (2020) says "No (laughter) ... I'm pretty bad at 

that." when asking if he knew how to find the information. Participant 6 (2020) says 

“probably because I am too lazy to find out what is sustainable before going shopping” 

when answering as to why he does not consider sustainability. Participant 7 (2020) 

states that he could investigate more about the store’s shipping routes and other factors 

before making a purchase and he thinks this information can be found on some website. 

Meanwhile, participant 9 (2020) has the impression that this kind of information 

regarding sustainability is available on the stores or brands websites. However, 

participant 17 (2020) think it is probably very difficult to get that information from the 

companies. 
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The question regarding how participants feels when they buy something, they know is 

not sustainable and negatively affects the climate. Some answer that they have not 

reflected much upon it and some say they do not know how they would react. In 

addition to this, some say they would feel anxiety connected to the purchases especially 

if it was an item they bought for a specific occasion and will not use frequently. 

Participant 9 (2020) explains that she must weigh the pros and cons of the item and see 

if she thinks it is worth purchasing, even if it is harmful to the environment. She says, 

“It feels both good and bad since you feel that the clothes are fresh and new but then 

you think a bit further about the amount of work behind it being produced”. Participant 

6 (2020) says his feelings are somewhat ambivalent when he consumes fast fashion, 

but that he does experience post purchase regret. He says: 

 “It’s more, when I’m in a store I feel like ‘I need this’, but once I’m back home and 

tries it and used it for a while I feel like ‘no, I didn’t need this’. Well, why I am not 

learning from that is a good question”.  

Another participant 15 (2020), states “because I don’t think, I rather not buy anything 

at all and if I buy something then I feel like ashamed because I don’t need it or yeah”. 

 

When asking female participant 23 (2020) whether she sometimes feels like she has to 

justify her purchases she starts to explain that her answer is going to sound egoistic and 

that she thinks about a lot of other things regarding sustainability, but that fashion is 

not one of them. She interrupts herself and realizes that she did justify her purchases 

by explaining that she is a vegetarian. Furthermore, participant 24 (2020) answers 

“Nah, but if so I do it by recycling waste, taking my bike everywhere. I live a very 

sustainable life, which makes me think it is okay”, she later also realizes that this is a 

justification itself. Participant 14 (2020) says she has a justification discussion with 

herself about almost every decision she makes in life. In addition to this, participant 16 

(2020) says that she tries to convince herself by thinking “you don’t shop so often and 

you don’t consume that much and these small purchases are not going to affect 

anything anyways, there are worse people”. Participant 1 (2020) claims that he does 

not shop that much clothes and when he does, he only shops what he really needs to. 

Moreover, participant 8 (2020) says that when she purchases an item that she does not 

need, she asks herself at what occasion she is going to wear the clothes. Thereafter, if 

she does not have an occasion, she figures out an excuse that makes the purchase 

acceptable. Then she justifies this behavior with the fact that she has started to sell and 

donate clothes which she never did before. 
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Even if most of the participants admit to feeling anxious and a need for justification 

when purchasing an item, they know is harmful to the environment, most of them 

continue to consume from the unsustainable stores or brands. Participant 13 (2020) 

says, “It is probably that it is very convenient, and then there are very good prices 

which may weigh more”. Furthermore, participant 21 (2020) says “I think it is because 

you get so affected by trends, advertising, and all the influencers”. Participant 6 (2020) 

states that she gets the feeling in the store that she needs the item but often when she 

gets home she realizes that that was not true, she cannot find a reason for why she does 

not learn from it. “Why not learn from it…? That's a good question.” Another female, 

participant 25 (2020) says “Well, it does not matter if I buy one more sweater, even 

though you know that you are supposed to stop with it as much as possible”. The prize 

is also a prominent factor and the participants associate high quality and sustainability 

with premium pricing. Participant 4 (2020) is one of the participants that prefers to 

purchase second-hand and vintage due to the uniqueness of the items but expresses that 

when purchasing basic everyday clothing such as a white t-shirt, he does not want to 

spend a large amount of money on it. Furthermore, he states: 

“Well, the cotton has still been used in a way, so I feel like in those cases the same 

amount of water has probably been used and the transportation might just be a little 

bit shorter. In that case, I rather pay like 50 SEK than 700 SEK”.  

When asking the participants where they think the responsibility lies to reduce the 

climate impact associated with consumption, the answers differ from the government 

and authorities, the stores, large corporations and to the consumer. Some state that if 

the corporations were more transparent regarding their emissions, the consumers might 

not be as willing to consume their products. Participant 8 (2020) believes that 

marketing is what affects the individual the most to overconsume. Furthermore, 

participant 17 (2020) says that the manufacturers who produce the clothing has the 

main responsibility whereas participant 16 (2020) claims that the changes has to come 

from political powers “The politicians have the largest power, they are the ones that 

can decide and make changes”. Participant 18 (2020) states that “Government 

authority or larger corporations should advocate and give suggestions on how to 

proceed”, he continues to say that it demands quite a lot of energy to navigate through 

all information by yourself and that corporations or authorities should strive to fulfill 

the goal regarding a sustainable society. Moreover, he states that in the industries the 

main goal is to gain profits and that sustainability is not in focus at all. “It feels like 

when you get out into the industry it's all about, it's about making a profit and that's 

the whole purpose of the business”. Participant 21 (2020) answers similarity and says, 

“It is easier to blame someone else”. She wants to answer that the responsibility lies 
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with politicians and large corporations because it feels easier, and at the same time she 

admits that she has to take responsibility as well. Participant 3 (2020) says that 

everybody should consider sustainability and that one cannot blame someone else for 

it. Participant 5 (2020) says, “It is easy to say that the authorities and the government 

should take responsibility, but we have to do it ourselves as well one should not exclude 

the other”. Several participants say that the responsibility lies with each one of the 

consumers and everybody must own up to their actions. Participant 23 (2020) says, “It 

is mainly on the consumers who buy, that we think about where we buy from and such”. 

Participant 9 (2020) thinks the stores should advertise and display where the products 

are being produced, which can help the customer to become more aware.  

When asking if the participants would be willing to make more active choices towards 

consuming more sustainable, several of the answers were regarding researching the 

items before purchasing. Participant 2 (2020) states that he could find out what the 

clothes really are manufactured out of and how. Participant 1 (2020) describes that they 

need to think more about what they purchase and become more engaged and also that 

the engagement has to “Become a bit like a bigger norm in society...”. One 

interviewee, participant 12 (2020) says, “Maybe it is wrong to say, but no” and 

participant 16 (2020) says “Well… maybe you should answer yes to that…” 

Furthermore, she continues to say that she cannot make more sustainable choices since 

her economy does not allow it. “Right now, it doesn’t feel like it is possible to do 

anything any other way because of my economy. But in the future, I would absolutely. 

Then I will shop better”. She further states “When it comes to clothes, buying good 

clothes and not buying rubbish all the time” regarding making more active choices.  

 

The interview guide includes a question regarding whether the participants will stop 

consuming from a certain retail company if they discover that the retailers are causing 

environmental harm. Some were sure that they would stop purchasing items from the 

company, whereas others admit that they probably would not. Participant 1 (2020) 

says, “I don’t think so, unfortunately…”. Participant 18 (2020) believes that consumers 

should stop consuming from the unsustainable retailers in question, however, he admits 

that he probably would not quit consuming from the company and says “I don’t think 

I would live up to my words if I’m being completely honest”. Also, he answers “You 

want to say yes but, I don’t know if I actually would do it in reality”. Participant 20 

(2020) answers that the fashion industries emissions should be divided per item and 

that decisions should be made based on that specific item’s carbon footprint. 

Participant 25 (2020) says, “I would definitely try to avoid it but if i would find 

something that I really want I guess I would buy it anyway”. On the other hand, many 

say that they would have been able to stop consuming from the store since there are 
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many other similar alternatives that one can instead purchase from. For example, 

participant 21 (2020) says: 

“Yes, I think so, because today there are so many different, and it is kind of, similar 

types of clothes, so you could choose, kind of. After all, it's not such a big loss" 

 

4.4 Eco-anxiety 

 

Participant 15 (2020) explains that eco-anxiety for her is the feeling when making a 

choice that is not good for the environment. When asking the interviewees about eco-

anxiety, the answers differ. Some view eco-anxiety as a feeling that occurs when they 

are exposed to information about the climate crisis. Even if they have not experienced 

eco-anxiety, they are familiar with the term. Asking participant 10 (2020) when she 

experiences eco-anxiety, she says: 

 

“Well, mostly when forests are being deforested and such, and animals are treated 

cruelly. That, that really makes me feel like ‘damn what we are doing here in the 

west really is sick’ but then, then I scroll past that image as well and then it 

disappears rather quickly.”  

 

She refers to when she encounters pictures about climate devastation on social media. 

Some of the participants who are studying expressed that they are learning about 

climate changes in school, which can give them eco-anxiety. Furthermore, some are 

hesitant to use the word ‘anxiety’ but express that they are concerned about the future. 

Participant 12 (2020) states: 

 

 “Yes, there is absolutely a concern about the future, but I wouldn’t say that I get 

anxiety in that way. But, of course, there is a concern. We are supposed to live, yes, 

you too of course (laughter), but we are supposed to live here for a long time. So, it 

is a good thing if the world still exists”.  

 

This is a re-occurring statement among the interviewees, that the anxiety and concern 

about the future are greater than the concerns regarding the present. Many mention 

that their concern for the environment originates from the possibility that their future 

children and grandchildren will be affected negatively by our activities today. 

Meanwhile, another interviewee, participant 19 (2020) thinks that it is too late and that 

we should have tried to save the climate earlier. Participant 5 (2020) says that she 
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purposely chooses not to be too involved in the climate change debate. The reason for 

doing this, she thinks she would not be able to live a normal life if she did, as the 

environmental problems for the future are overwhelming. Participant 10 (2020) says 

she believes eco-anxiety can be something positive to experience since it makes people 

think about the crisis and reflect over their impact. 

 

Many of the interviewees have the feeling of hopelessness, where some state that there 

is nothing, they as an individual can do to stop the climate crisis. Besides recycling 

their waste and trying to consume less, many of the participants do not know what else 

they can do to make less of an environmental impact. Furthermore, they say that their 

actions are not enough to make a difference in the world. Participant 18 (2020) says, 

“It does not feel like there is that much, as an individual, that I can do”. Some say that 

Sweden is doing enough to stop the climate changes already by recycling and living 

fairly ‘green’ and that other countries are more to blame for the negative effects. Some 

mention that even if they do take action to become more environmentally friendly, it 

would not make enough impact due to other country's emissions. Participant 4 (2020) 

mentions that he thinks the situation with the school strikes inspired by Greta Thunberg 

is blown out of proportion. He also states that it is a good action but thinks that it is 

unnecessary to do in Sweden. He states, “There are bigger problems than doing school 

strikes in Sweden, which is one of the better countries in the world regarding the 

climate”. The participants are asked if they have felt eco-anxiety in correlation with 

consuming clothing or accessories. Many of them express feeling anxious when they 

are confronted with information such as being told how much water is used when 

producing items of clothing. Some mention the usage of plastic, primarily when they 

have to buy a plastic bag in the store. The interviewees were asked if they actively do 

anything to subdue their eco-anxiety. Some say they bring and reuse a bag when they 

know they are to visit a store. In addition to this, some participants who purchase 

second-hand clothes, also care for the items they buy and later resell or donate once 

they are not using the items. However, participant 8 (2020) says “I do everything I've 

always done with a little less, a little more moderation”. 

 

4.5 Self-image 

 

Many describe self-image as the way people view themself and how others view them. 

Participant 25 (2020) states self-image as “But self-image, that is the perception you 

got of yourself and that you think others sees you”. When asking the participants how 

they would describe their self-image, many say that they think their self-image is good. 

Participant 15 (2020) says, “I guess I have a good self-image, but it is good because I 
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try to do what I think is right, kind of.”. However, participant 23 (2020) says that she 

sometimes has a good self-image, but that she tends to criticize herself. Regarding the 

question regarding if the participant consumes clothes and accessories in accordance 

with their self-image, several of the participants are uncertain about the question and 

hesitate slightly before answering. However, most of them answer that they do 

consume different clothing and accessories to strengthen their self-image. Participant 

24 (2020) says "Yes, I would, ah. I think so.". While some say that it is nothing they 

consider when consuming but might be something they do more subconsciously. 

Participant 8 (2020) answers: 

“Yeah... partly I guess, because I think it's fun. Eh, I have always liked clothes and 

therefore I believe that it automatically becomes your self-image if you have that 

interest”. 

A female, participant 15 (2020), who consumes a lot of second-hand fashion, says that 

she does not want to make a statement with her clothes but that at the same time she 

does not want to wear clothes that everyone else is wearing. Participant 10 (2020) 

explains that she uses the social media Instagram to publish content about her life. On 

this platform, she will never for example post a picture in which she wears a tight party 

dress and high-heeled shoes since it does not fit the image of herself that she wants to 

present to others. She believes that it is more common on social media to adapt one's 

self- image and that your social media profile reflects your self-image to others. In 

addition to this, participant 25 (2020) says: 

"My style is very mixed, sometimes I think that 'well, today I should be much more, 

kind of, elegant sort of, or that I should be cooler like.' So I guess it is that I change 

my jewelry depending on how I wear my clothes."  

Regarding if the participants adapt their consumption to their self-image, many answers 

that they do. However, some interviewees say that it is something they do not do or 

that they might do subconsciously. For example, when participant 16 (2020) 

reconsiders the question regarding purchasing second-hand and the reason why she 

does not consume it, she says that this is because it is not compatible with her self-

image to purchase second-hand, and therefore she does not. However, some say they 

consider themselves to be conscious people who think about sustainability. Therefore, 

they consume to complement their self-image. Participant 5 (2020) states: 

"I see myself as a person who is aware of how I consume, eh, and I see myself as a 

person who, who wants to express myself in color and pattern, as far as I can. So 

that, and that's like that's what I consider when I shop.".  
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Many of the participants answer that they purchase clothes and accessories that appeal 

to them. Participant 18 (2020) says that he tries to show who he is and who is wants to 

be with his clothes and how he wants to be perceived by the world and people around 

him. 

The question regarding how the participants would consume if they do not need to 

consider their current personal economy, the answers differ from each other. Some say 

that their habits would not be affected. However, some say that they would buy more 

expensive apparel although not buy more products. Participant 9 (2020) says, “I think 

I would have purchased less but maybe bigger things”. Many say that they would 

purchase a lot more products if they had the resources. For example, participant 9 

(2020) says “I would have become the biggest environmental villain I think”. 

Furthermore, participant 23 (2020) says “I think I would have bought significantly 

more”. Another response from participant 11 (2020) is that if she had more money she 

would investigate more where all the clothes come from and how good or bad, they are 

for the environment. She says: 

"Then I think I would shop more than I do today. I would probably also try to think 

that, like, where it comes from and where, like, that it is still sustainable that will last 

for several years ..." 

 

5 Analysis 

In the following chapter, our analysis of the empirical data will be presented. This 

will be achieved by linking similarities and differences between the empirical data 

and the theoretical framework previously mentioned. The analysis will be presented 

in the order of the theoretical framework. It will begin with sustainability, followed 

by Gen Z, self-image, and thereafter psychological factors. 

5.1 Sustainability 

 

Whether or not the participants of Gen Z purchase slow fashion or second-hand is 

primarily based on their financial situation. Many of the interviewees choose to 

purchase fast fashion because they cannot afford more exclusive slow fashion with 

premium prices. Some of the participants use their personal economy as a motivation 

to shop second-hand clothing as well. As a majority of the participants in this thesis 

are students, their income is rather low. Participant 14 (2020) says that ever since she 

graduated, she purchases more premium apparel and makes investments in her 
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wardrobe, which was something that she was not able to while she was a university 

student. An upper-secondary student says that he purchases second-hand since it is less 

expensive and sustainable due to the fact that he has a low income. Therefore, the fact 

that Gen Z’s economical state affects their choice of purchasing fast versus slow 

fashion is in accordance with the study made by Watson and Yan (2013). Furthermore, 

Machado et al. (2019) suggest that environmental impact, financial benefits, or 

nostalgic feelings are the main motivational factors for shopping second-hand. 

Participant 11 (2020) states that he purchases premium brands in Facebook groups 

since he cannot afford these brands otherwise and that sustainability is not even 

mentioned as a factor in those groups. His motivation is entirely financial whereas 

another participant 8 (2020), says that fast fashion clothing for women is already really 

cheap. Therefore, she does not see any reason why she should seek an even cheaper 

alternative at second-hand stores. 

 

Participant 4 (2020) has both financial benefits and nostalgic feelings as the main 

motivations since he purchases exclusive brands with premium prices through a 

consumer to consumer app. This allows him to purchase and sell second-hand. He sees 

his purchases as investments, since he knows that he can resell the items again for the 

same amount of money or even more. Based on this knowledge, he knows that this 

consumption behavior is more rewarding for him than buying regular priced items that 

are newly produced. Another participant says that the 80’s and 90’s style appeals to 

him and that together with the financial benefits is his main motivation for consuming 

second-hand. Participant 15 (2020) says that her primary motivation for buying 

second-hand is the environment, however, she is one of few participants who makes 

this kind of statement. Most of the participants are aware regarding that fast fashion 

clothing is harmful to the environment, and some admit to feeling ashamed when still 

choosing to consume it. These participants explain how they tend to justify their 

purchases in order to suppress the feeling of shame. They often choose to neglect their 

knowledge when consuming apparel and they try to justify their purchases. Some try 

to compensate their actions while some do not understand or do not want to realize 

that their consumption of fast fashion is harmful to the environment. Furthermore, 

some participants underestimate their personal impact on the industry’s emissions 

when they are purchasing their products. This is because they do not believe that their 

purchases are significant enough to make a difference. Furthermore, this could be 

associated with the study by Mkono (2019) regarding ‘flight shame’. Mkono (2019) 

explains that flight shame occurs when choosing to travel by airplane, even though it 

is recognized that it is harmful for the environment. The shame can be because of their 

actions leading to environmental impact or because it can result in them being judged 

by their peers. In this current time, fashion consumption is not as recognized as 
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environmentally harmful as flying is. However, if it were, it might motivate consumers 

to purchase more sustainable slow fashion. 

 

Watson and Yan’s (2013) theory on motivations, attitudes and values can be confirmed 

in this thesis since some participants claim that they do have different motivations for 

shopping slow fashion or second-hand. The opinions among the participants differ a 

lot regarding consuming second-hand. Some admit to having a negative view of 

second-hand clothes and therefore do not consume it whereas some have a positive 

view of second-hand purchases and consider it to be more socially accepted in general. 

Participant 11 (2020) explains that she sees sustainability as a trend among university 

students, that many are aware and make active choices in order to consume more 

sustainable. This could be another motivation, the motivation to fit in to the social 

norms and follow trends among one’s peers. McNeill and Moore (2015) and Geiger 

and Keller (2018) states that consumers who are generally concerned about society 

and the environment are more willing to consume sustainable products. The 

participants claim that the climate crisis has been covered and discussed frequently in 

school contexts and that it is hard to avoid the topic since it is also being frequently 

mentioned on social media and news. Since Gen Z’s are digital natives (Levickaite 

2010), they are exposed to this information frequently. Moore (2012) confirms 

Levickaite’s (2010) statement, and states that Gen Z uses social medias as a way to 

connect with brands as well. Participant 11 (2020) states that other students whom she 

interacts with are willing to further act more sustainable regarding their consumption. 

As they are continually exposed to information about the climate crisis and 

environmental impact, it could be aligned with the study by McNeill and Moore 

(2015); Geiger and Keller (2018) that shows that the more knowledge a consumer has 

the more active decisions they make. 

 

Several of the participants say that they get their main inspiration regarding fashion 

from social media profiles and influencers. Some of the participants state that these 

social media profiles do not advocate for sustainability since they constantly promote 

overconsumption. Even if several participants out of this sample population are critical 

towards the marketing strategy, they admit they still get influenced to consume. 

Participant 21 (2020) admits to wanting to purchase products more the longer she is 

exposed to it by marketing. The participants are clear about the fact that influencers do 

not contribute to sustainable consumption of fashion. As previously stated by 

participant 8 (2020): 
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“No, they really do not! And even if they write that they care for the environment, 

they still do not, since they constantly market that you should buy more clothes that 

are fast fashion”. 

 

The participants can be divided into the three consumer-groups in accordance to 

McNeill and Moore (2015). The ‘Social’ consumer group is the most common one 

among the participants since most of them are concerned about the environment and 

have knowledge about the fast fashion industry’s impact on the environment. 

However, most of them do not act upon their knowledge or take the time to investigate 

the industry further. Participant 24 (2020) believes that the overconsumption is what 

drives the climate changes, but at the same time she states that she knows that the lower 

priced shirts that she buys are not sustainable. She is aware of the fact that the shipping 

emissions are a direct consequence of her decisions. Despite this, she still chooses to 

purchase the products. Participant 14 (2020) says that she consumes more slow fashion 

rather than fast fashion nowadays. However, her main motivation for it is not 

sustainability but rather a style choice. Further on she states that she does her best for 

the environment by making decisions which are, based on her knowledge, 

environmentally friendly. She also states that she invests more time and money in her 

wardrobe now than she did before. 

 

Most of the participants say that they are willing to spend more money on certain items 

when consuming fashion. This suggests that this population is less price sensitive than 

the consumer group ‘Self’ which is another segment presented by McNeill and Moore 

(2015). The ‘Self’ consumers are people who experience negative or neutral emotions 

towards sustainable fashion which makes them less willing to purchase more 

sustainable options. If these consumers are consuming second-hand, their main 

motivation are trends rather than sustainability. Participant 16 (2020) states that she 

has never thought much about sustainability and she is not willing to make any changes 

to her consumption today, and that this is mainly due to her financial situation. These 

participants do not prioritize sustainability as high as the third group called ‘Sacrificer’ 

who has a lot of eco anxiety and concerns about the future. The ‘Sacrificer’ tends not 

to be as easily influenced by trends and marketing because their concern is higher than 

their will to fit into social norms. Some of the participants in this study could belong 

to this group, however, they have not gone to the extent of avoiding brands. Some do 

state that they might be willing to do so in the future for the environment’s sake. 

However, they express that it is not an available option due to their personal finances. 

This group expresses a conflict between wanting to be sustainable and at the same time 

fashionable in accordance to McNeill and Moore’s (2015) theory.  
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Participant 15 (2020) says that all small choices matter regarding living a sustainable 

life and she consumes second-hand mainly because of the environment. When asking 

her if she would boycott a retailer if she found out that they were very harmful to the 

environment she says that they should be penalized in other ways, for example by 

paying higher taxes or by having the government making it illegal to produce 

environmentally harmful items. She does not say that she would stop purchasing their 

products, which would make her a participant of the ‘Sacrificer’ group. Furthermore, 

participant 25 (2020) states that she would try to avoid shopping when asking what 

she would do if her favorite retailer was a massive polluter. The participants are not 

willing to go to the extent to boycott companies as the ‘Sacrificers’ do, even if they 

express having an inner conflict with themselves, they continue to purchase from the 

brand. This could be associated with the participants’ feelings about the main 

responsibility for the climate changes belonging with the authorities and retailers. As 

participant 16 (2020) states, “The politicians have the biggest power, they can make 

decisions and make changes”. 

 

Many of the participants have expressed that they do not know which stores and brands 

that are sustainable. They connect sustainability to food-purchases where they say that 

the information about criterias such as where it is produced and what it contains more 

accessible. Many say that they believe that retailers should market and advertise these 

criteria regarding sustainability more in the fashion retail industry and explain what it 

means for the consumer. Participant 25 (2020) mentions the water waste when 

purchasing jeans, but no other materialistic or resource-related statements were made. 

Furthermore, some mention that it will take too much of their time to find out all the 

necessary information regarding sustainable fashion, but if they were better informed 

about what is sustainable and not, most of them would choose the sustainable 

alternative. Therefore, retailers could make sustainability a competitive advantage if 

they make the information accessible and clear which is in accordance with Henning 

et al.’s (2016) study. However, Evans & Pierson-Smith (2018) say that the information 

can easily be misinterpreted and Shen, Wang, Lo & Shum (2012) say that many 

consumers' beliefs are based mainly on reputation. A few participants mention H&M 

as an example since they have heard that the working conditions are not sustainable 

there. However, as mentioned earlier, participant 14 (2020) says that even if a brand is 

premium priced it does not automatically mean that it is more sustainable than for 

example H&M. Another one says that they avoid H&M but that they realize that other 

fast-fashion retailers probably are not any more sustainable than H&M. One 

participant says that she has the impression that most premium brands are sustainably 

manufactured and nurtures the entire supply chain. Jin Gam (2011) argues that the 

understanding of sustainable fashion is limited, however, the interviewees in this thesis 
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express that they  know that they should not purchase newly produced items and that 

it is important to donate or sell clothes that they do not use anymore in order to save 

resources. In accordance with Chang and Wong (2012), one participant in particular 

mentions that she gets highly affected by a store’s attributes and ambiance and that she 

does not enjoy most second-hand stores due to their lack of appealing physical 

attributes. However, this same participant says that she purchases mostly slow fashion 

items ever since she graduated and got a job. Some other participants mention that they 

cannot purchase premium brands and slow fashion due to their economy. 

 

Some of the participants say that they would get anxious if they would find out that 

they have purchased something that was harmful to the environment. While some do 

not want to use the word anxiety, they prefer the word concern about the environment 

instead of eco-anxiety. Eco-anxiety is also mentioned as something positive by one 

participant since she says it makes people think more about the climate crisis. In 

addition to this, Blackwell and Engel (2006) say that there are internal factors 

influencing consumers' post-purchase emotions. Some of these suggested factors are 

resources, motivation, knowledge, and attitudes. This is in liaison to the participant 5 

(2020) when she says that she does not want to know too much about the fashion 

industry's impact since she believes she would find it overwhelming and likely 

experience post-purchase anxiety. Furthermore, this is in accordance with the research 

mentioned by Searle and Gow (2010) who state that women who have knowledge 

about the climate crisis are the ones who experience the most eco-anxiety. Many 

participants also describe a feeling of hopelessness. The participants' anxiety stems 

from having to make decisions and the realization that their decision affects the world 

for their future descendants. This can be connected to Pihkala’s (2018) explanation of 

a negative mental status affected by environmental conditions and our understanding 

about it. Moreover, some participants admit to protecting themselves from information 

about the climate in order to reduce anxiety connected to the environment. Participant 

12 (2020) says that he is concerned about the environmental future and the climate 

crisis effect, but he would not call it anxiety. 

 

5.2 Generation Z 

 

Gen Z, also called ‘Digital natives’ or ‘iGen’ is the first generation that was born into 

a world where the everyday person uses technology, stated by Berkup (2014); Fister 

Gale (2015). The main channel for communication among Gen Z is digital social 

platforms and during the same period as Gen Z was raised, large corporations such as 

Facebook and Apple were established which has had a large impact on the generation. 
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The participants state that they use social media to gain inspiration and information. 

In a study made by Çora (2019), the author states that Gen Z as a generation has high 

self-esteem and are confident in their abilities. In accordance with this theory, many 

of the participants say that they have a good self-image, which gives the participants a 

feeling of being independent and secure about their choices and personality traits. 

During the interviews, the participants give a confident impression and are not shy to 

express their thoughts. An example of this is the statement by participant 15 (2020) 

who says that he has a good self-image because he does what he believes is right. 

Furthermore, according to Twenge et al. (2010) generations tend to have similar values 

and behaviors due to the fact that they were born during the same time period. This 

statement is in accordance with the findings in this study, where many of the 

participants' answers were relatively coherent.  

 

Another research by Törőcsik et al. (2015) present that people within Gen Z has a short 

attention span. This is confirmed by participant 10 (2020), who says that she 

experiences eco-anxiety when being exposed to images regarding the environmental 

crisis on social media, but when she scrolls past the image the anxiety is relieved. Her 

attention span and negative feelings in correlation with the exposure is only limited to 

when she is being confronted with the information. Furthermore, the short attention 

span could be a contributing factor for why the participants choose to consume apparel 

from certain brands even when they have knowledge about the brands affecting the 

environment negatively. If their attention at that moment is focused on finding clothes 

that are aesthetically appealing for them, the knowledge about the environmental 

impact and their eco-anxiety might be temporarily overlooked. Also, the participants 

state that they experience post-purchase anxiety after a purchase has been made, and 

they realize that the item was not as satisfying as they believed it to be, as stated by 

participant 6 (2020) in the empirical findings. When asking them why they choose to 

return to the store again after experiencing post-purchase anxiety, some say that they 

do not know why. This could also be a consequence of having a short attention span, 

that they disregard their experiences once they are finding themselves in a new 

situation. 

 

According to Ariker and Toksoy (2017), Gen Z is more likely to purchase from 

companies that have implemented a CSR strategy and consider it as beneficial for both 

parts. However, a CSR plan is not a key motivation when deciding whether or not to 

purchase from a certain retailer or brand. A more dominant factor is the price and the 

quality of the garment that is being consumed. This statement is further verified by the 

empirical data, where some participants answer that the main motivation for them to 

consume fast fashion is the low prices and convenience. As participant 4 (2020) states, 
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he would not buy a basic t-shirt for 700 SEK but would rather buy one from a fast-

fashion brand for 50 SEK. Some participants are willing to pay a larger amount of 

money on items that are from premium brands that are more unique and special but do 

not want to spend the same amount on basic everyday clothes. The everyday clothes 

purchases are more influenced by the prize and are more seen as ‘wear-and-tear’ items 

which can be easily replaced. Furthermore, these items do not need to be as cared for 

as the high quality and premium priced items. 

 

Previous studies show that consumers within Gen Z tend to experience negative 

emotions when being exposed to marketing, as well as not being as loyal towards 

brands as previous generations (Beauchamp & Barnes 2015). When asking the 

participants how and where they find inspiration regarding fashion, some interviewees 

answer that they get inspired by influencers. However, the perception of influencers is 

not necessarily positive. Some state that even if some influencers do promote 

sustainable consumption, the participants do not consider it to be genuine. The reason 

that they do not think it is legitimate is because it is part of the influencer's job to 

promote products and as an extension to also promote consumption. As previously 

mentioned, participant 8 (2020) says that even if influencers say that they care for the 

environment it is not believable as they still continue to promote consumption. A great 

deal of the participants are aware of the fact that consumption has a negative impact 

on the environment and that the consumption of fast fashion is not a sustainable 

industry. This could be a consequence because Gen Z as a population is more critical 

towards marketing and they can detect if someone is not authentic in their 

communication on social media in accordance to Beauchamp and Barnes (2015) 

theory. This analysis is in coherence with the study made by Herrando et al. (2019) 

where they state that Gen Z primarily trusts user-generated information, rather than 

brand promotions. 

 

Furthermore, Iqbal and Halim (2019) present new terms about the different types of 

consumers within Gen Z. These three terms are ‘Social Butterflies’, ‘Confident 

techies’, and ‘Self-contained shoppers’. These terms are called segments in the study, 

which explain different traits among young consumers. The segments are based on the 

consumer's ability to communicate with peers and others, as well as their level of self-

esteem. Social butterflies are consumers who have high self-esteem, are extroverts, 

and have strong communication skills. The Social butterflies within the empirical 

findings are the respondents who view fashion consumption in physical stores as a 

social activity to do with their friends. They could be segmented into the category 

Social butterflies, who enjoy socializing and share their shopping experiences with 

others. According to Iqbal and Halim (2019), the strongest motivation for Social 
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butterflies is to improve their self-image through the confirmation from others around 

them regarding fashion as well as orienting themselves towards the best prices. The 

opposite of the Social butterflies is the Self-contained shoppers, who prefer to shop 

alone and have poorer communication skills than the Social butterflies. The consumers 

within this segment could be the participants who stated that they primarily shop online 

and who answered that they do not conform their consumption to align with their self-

image. Participant 23 (2020) states that she primarily makes her purchases through 

online stores, mainly because the selection of stores is limited where she lives. Later 

in the interview, she also states that she does not adjust her consumption in accordance 

with her self-image. It is possible that according to the authors Iqbal and Halim she 

would be segmented as a Self-contained shopper. 

 

5.3 Self-image 

 

Previous research has found that the way people consume is partly based on how they 

identify themselves and how they want to be perceived by others i.e. consumption is 

used to reinforce their self-image (Stuppy et al. 2020). Participant 18 (2020) states that 

the way he dresses is important, as it gives him a chance to influence the first 

impression he presents to others. When asking the participants if they adapt their 

consumption of clothes and accessories for it to be in accordance with their self-image 

the answers were mostly yes but sometimes with hesitation. Several participants asked 

for an elaboration of the question and many stated that they probably adapted their 

consumption subconsciously. Stuppy et al. (2020) also state that consumers with a low 

self-esteem tend to make purchases from brands that are seen as subordinate and that 

this is a reflection on how the consumers sees themselves. Vigolo and Ugolini (2016) 

explain that female consumers tend to have a close link between self-concept and 

perception of retailers and brands, and if the brand complements their self-image, they 

are more likely to make a purchase. During the interviews, the participants were asked 

about their self-image and many of them answered that they believe that they have a 

good self-image, even though some added that they tend to self-criticize. However, it 

needs to be taken into consideration that the participants do not necessary tell the truth. 

The concept of how we perceive ourselves could be considered as a private matter and 

something the participants do not want to share. When considering this, that part of 

the theory presented by Stuppy et al. (2020) cannot be confirmed or dismissed based 

on the empirical data regarding self-image. 

 

The participants were asked questions about ethical responsibilities regarding the 

environment in order to gain knowledge about how they perceive their responsibilities 
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and the impact of their consumption. Several of the participants say that the 

responsibility lies with the consumers. However, subsequently they explain that they 

feel as if their actions will not make a difference. The participants justify their 

consumption by stating that their actions will not make a significant difference to the 

environment, due to the fact that they believe their consumption has an insignificant 

part of the whole world's emissions. Participant 12 (2020) mentions that Sweden 

causes such a small part of the carbon emissions in the world and that he believes 

Sweden is already are doing their part regarding the environmental crisis. This actively 

illustrates that the participants neglect to see their impact as a consumer, even if most 

of them in the previous question say that the main responsibility lies with every 

individual as a consumer. This is further consolidated by the participants not having a 

direct answer when being asked why they chose to keep consuming clothes from 

brands that they know do not have a sustainable production. The primary reasons that 

are mentioned as for why they purchase from the brands again, is that it is convenient 

and trendy. The aspiration to resemble influencers and present themselves in a certain 

way exceeds the importance of taking responsibility towards SCF. These findings are 

in accordance to the study presented by Sharma and Lal (2020) where consumers sense 

of morality affects their purchase decisions. However, it gets compromised when the 

sustainable choices are not in liaison with their self-image. The way the consumers 

justify their choice is by debating that the choice is more in line with his or her self-

identity, and by doing that they are exonerating themselves. The individual in question 

is prioritized higher than the need to contribute to a healthy environment which is 

justified by the individual by claiming that they cannot make a difference. This 

analysis is further confirmed by the previously mentioned, participant 25 (2020) states 

that it does not affect the environment if she buys one more sweater or not, which 

strengthens this analysis. 

 

Consumers are known to have different associations with different brands and retailers, 

which is stated in a study by Banister and Hogg (2004). Furthermore, they state that a 

consumer is more likely to purchase a brand to which they have a positive association 

because it creates a positive self-image. Participant 16 (2020) perception of second-

hand is that it is of low quality and that there is a ‘certain type of people’ that purchase 

second-hand which she does not feel is compatible with her self-identity. Therefore, it 

is clarified that her impression of second-hand is negative, which is the main reason 

for her not to explore the stores to see if there are any suitable items for her. Purchasing 

second-hand online is perceived as more positive for some of the participants as it 

makes the browsing of the items easier. Participant 15 (2020) states that even though 

her main motivation for making second-hand purchases is because it is 
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environmentally friendly, she says that buying second-hand has become a fashion 

trend which has given the industry a more positive image. 

 

Other participants view second-hand clothing as something positive because it enables 

them to express themselves by purchasing unique items, they would not find anywhere 

else. In these cases, the motive for shopping second-hand is more expressive than 

sustainable. This can be related to the theory presented by Dahl et al. (2012) where the 

authors claim that it is important for a consumer to conform to the norms but also that 

the desire to express individuality is equivalent. Many of the participants' responses 

regarding the want to wear unique items also express that buying clothes is a form of 

pleasure. An example of this is participant 4’s (2020) statement which is previously 

mentioned where he expresses the importance of not wearing clothes that many others 

are wearing. Several of the participants invest both time and money in their purchases 

and commit to finding certain items and brands through different channels such as 

second-hand groups on Facebook. However, they have a sense of pride in making these 

special purchases. This can be put in association with the study by McNeill and McKay 

(2016) that claims that there is a motivation among male consumers to compete with 

their peers in the way they consume fashion. The authors also declare that the need to 

compete is perceived as something positive because it inspires the male consumers. It 

is also stated that the way consumers chose to dress is an indicator for which social 

category they want to belong to, where to place others, and also to be able to fit in and 

get a sense of others' personality traits. Even though some participants in this thesis 

expressed the desire to have to wear unique items to stand out, it was also expressed 

that they have a frame of style which they do not feel comfortable to step out of. Based 

on these statements and theories, it can be further argued that expressing one’s view 

of oneself is generally important among Gen Z, as long as they are still within their 

zone of comfort. Furthermore, as this thesis does not focus on differences between 

genders, the analysis based on the empirical data and the study by McNeill and McKay 

(2016) has been applied to the whole population sample and not only on the male 

participants. 

 

Woodruffe-Burton and Wakenshaw (2011) advocate that every human has various 

dimensions of their self-image, suggesting the dimensions to be relationships, 

individuality, and one's collected self. These dimensions can be reestablished by 

consumption. This means that consumption has the ability not only to strengthen but 

to change one’s self-image. This study is in liaison with the empirical findings in this 

thesis, where participants say that they adjust their consumption after their self-image. 

Participant 25’s (2020) statement that she decides what type of clothes to wear based 

on what she wants to communicate with others is a reinforcement of this. She uses 
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clothes and accessories to partly change her self-image, even if her self-identity is not 

changed to the core. In addition to this, empirical findings show how important 

portraying oneself on social media is for the participants. Participant 10 (2020) 

mentions that she has an Instagram profile solely for her countryside cabin where she 

publishes pictures of plantations, and how she would never publish a picture of her 

wearing a dress and high heel shoes because it would not be compatible with the rest 

of the content of the page. This is in liaison with the theory by Woodruffe-Burton and 

Wakenshaw (2011) regarding presenting one’s self-image on social media and how 

the person can choose to share certain parts of themselves with his or her followers in 

order to maintain or re-construct their self-image. 

 

When asking if the participants primarily consume because there is a need or because 

they have a desire to purchase new clothes, the participants hesitates to say that they 

make unnecessary purchases. Many express that they primarily make utilitarian 

purchases, but then continue by saying that they also consume clothes for hedonic 

purposes. Participant 21 (2020) says that she experiences a ‘kick’ when consuming 

fast fashion. This is in accordance with the motive for their consumption being hedonic 

which has been studied by Jantzen et al. (2012) as well as Ertz et al. (2017). Even if 

the utilitarian motives often are dominant, many of the participants gave the 

impression of enjoying conducting the purchase when consuming clothes, hence 

saying that the motive is partly hedonic. These two motives, utilitarian and hedonic, is 

complex and can be dissected into smaller variables. These theories are further 

confirmed and elaborated in a study written by Nelson et al. (2019) where the authors 

add further dimensions to the two types of motives that are created based on how 

younger consumers seek information and inspiration through digital social platforms. 

These dimensions include fashion seeking, pictorial imagery, and being influenced by 

celebrities. By following a celebrity on social media and purchasing products which 

they are promoting, the consumers can cultivate their self-image after the influencer. 

This is further confirmed with the already mentioned statement by participant 23 

(2020), that she sometimes purchases clothes because she has seen it being promoted 

by an influencer. 

 

During the interviews, many of the participants state that they get their fashion 

inspiration through social media by following influencers and brands. They further 

state that the profiles which they are following, or encounter, do not promote 

sustainable consumption. As a matter of fact, most of the participants has a strong 

reaction when asking if sustainability is a topic of discussion on social media. 

Participant 8 (2020) states that even if influencers promote sustainability, it would not 

be believable as their main source of income is to influence their followers to buy 
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goods which are a direct contradiction of sustainability. This statement was re-

occurring among the participants. As influencers and social media are a big part of 

where inspiration and aspiration originate from, in accordance to the previous study 

by Nelson et al. (2019) it is possible that sustainable consumption is seen as less 

important as it is not the main topic of discussion on the platforms. How we chose to 

portrait ourselves to others, both in reality and on social media, is affected by both our 

consciousness and subconsciousness. Some participants state that they view 

themselves as being sustainable and take pride in that, however, their sustainability 

has a larger focus on transport and groceries rather than fashion consumption. 

Regarding fashion consumption, even though they are aware of its impact, they are not 

willing to compromise their consumption which could be an extension of them not 

being willing to compromise with their self-image. 

 

5.4 Psychological factors 

 

In accordance with Festinger’s (1962) recognized theory about cognitive dissonance, 

the participants in this study express negative emotions when their purchases conflict 

with their sense of moral. Participant 9 (2020) states that there is both a positive and a 

negative feeling connected to making a purchase from a fast-fashion brand. The 

positive feelings lie with the fact that they have purchased something new and fresh, 

which gives them a hedonic pleasure. The negative feelings derive from knowing that 

the item is not produced in a sustainable way, or the feeling that the purchase is 

unnecessary. Some of the participants even say they experience anxiety post-purchase 

and that it is easier to make impulse purchases when clothes are cheap or on discount. 

The hedonic pleasure of consuming is in conflict with their feeling that they need to 

be sustainable. Many of the participants feel a need to justify their purchases even if 

they do not realize it themselves, such as participant 24 (2020) who realizes mid-

sentence that her explanation for why she does not justify her purchases is, in fact, a 

justification. She says she lives a very sustainable life which makes her purchases more 

okay. Furthermore, she also states that she often experiences eco-anxiety but that she 

would not stop purchasing from a retailer if they were harmful to the environment 

since she believes that they already are doing this and she is still shopping there. This 

validates McDonald et al. (2015) theory that when the consumers’ cognitive 

dissonance increases, their behavior does not change to the same extent as their need 

for justifications. 

 

Imam (2013) found that female consumers tend to experience a higher level of post-

purchase dissonance in comparison to male consumers regarding making impulse 
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purchases. However, in this thesis, there has been no noticeable difference between 

genders in the given responses regarding experience post-purchase dissonance. 

Participants of both genders acknowledge that they at times feel anxiety after making 

a purchase. Participant 6 (2020), who is a male, states that he experiences anxiety once 

he returns home from the stores and realizes that what he purchased was not as 

necessary as he believed it to be. Furthermore, participant 15 (2020) who is a female 

state that she avoids making any purchases at all but if she does buy something that is 

newly produced, she feels shame about it. The reason she feels shame is because of 

the same reason that participant 6 (2020) states: because she realizes that the purchase 

was not necessary. This is in liaison with Imam’s (2013) study, but not exclusively for 

the female participants. The empirical findings in this study support the theory about 

post purchase dissonance. However, according to the data no difference was found 

between genders. 

 

Lewin’s (1935) theory about motivational conflicts can be connected to the motivation 

to avoid shopping fast fashion or other unsustainable items against the motivation to 

have an item of new clothing for a specific occasion. Also, he mentions ‘psychological 

distance’ where the options being chosen to depend on their convenience. Participant 

11 (2020) says that sustainability is important to her, however, her reason for not 

consuming second-hand is that she has the impression that it takes more energy and 

time to find items that are appealing. She thinks it is more convenient to shop in 

common Swedish fast fashion stores than searching through second-hand stores in the 

hopes of finding something appealing. Participant 11 (2020) gets affected by the 

psychological distance since she believes it is more convenient to shop at her regular 

stores. The consumers' valence gets affected by their knowledge about the product and 

its positive and negative aspects are being weighed against each other such as when 

participant 18 (2020) explained that he compares the financial benefits with the 

sustainable ones where the economy almost always weighs heavier. 

 

Participant 18 (2020) has an Approach-Approach conflict where he wants the good 

prices, but also sustainable slow fashion. He weighs the magnitude of valence and 

decides which one to choose. Participant 3 (2020), who wants to consume exclusive 

brands and also with affordable prices has an approach- approach conflict, where his 

desire to consume exclusive brands often excludes the affordable pricing. Since he has 

limited funds due to his occupation as an upper secondary student, the financial 

benefits weigh heavily. He has however managed to compromise by purchasing these 

items second-hand in the Facebook group, where both of his goals are achieved. Many 

of the participants mention that they want to live sustainable lives and believe that it 

is important, but they do however want to consume new clothing, and do so as well. 
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Based on this the Approach-Approach conflict is common among this sample 

population since most of them still want to be sustainable but still gain the positive 

feeling of purchasing new clothes and accessories. 

 

Another conflict can be Avoid-Approach such as when participant 12 (2020) states that 

he would try to avoid shopping from retailers and brands who are harmful to the 

environment, but if there is an item he really wants and that he cannot find anywhere 

else, he would purchase it anyways. His motivation to avoid the company gets resolved 

by the ‘tension’ and the amount of positive valence he feels towards the fashion item. 

Participant 15 (2020) explains feeling eco-anxiety when she purchased a graduation-

trip which she admits was not a very environmentally friendly choice, but she did it 

anyway. She wants to avoid traveling since it is not sustainable, but she also wants to 

celebrate her graduation. She made a choice where the magnitude of her positive 

valence was stronger than the negative valence to avoid. Her desire to celebrate 

outweighs her motivation to avoid traveling. Many of the participants undergo these 

conflicts and some of them on a daily basis when choosing whether to consume or not 

to consume and some at a larger scale when it comes to traveling or big purchases with 

much symbolic or economic value. Mostly all participants say that sustainability is 

important for them but few acts upon it due to this motivational conflict. Approach- 

Avoid is the most common among this generation since many describe that their need 

for newly produced items, financial benefits, or trends often wins over the sustainable 

aspect. Participant 12 (2020) says that the environment is important since he wants his 

life to be as good as possible. He also says that he does not think about it daily, and he 

further states that he is not willing to do more active choices to consume more 

sustainably even though he gets eco-anxiety almost every time he shops something that 

is not environmentally friendly. He tries to avoid getting anxiety, but he is not willing 

to shop more sustainable items. This is an avoid-avoid conflict, where the negative 

valence is against two things but the magnitude of valence is stronger against shopping 

environmentally friendly than against his eco-anxiety since he continues to shop items 

that give him anxiety and is not willing to change regarding his consumer behavior. 

 

Apter (1989) states that the arousal of wanting something can either cause excitement 

or anxiety and that people can be in an anxiety-avoidance mode where the consumer 

seeks relaxation. Participant 2 (2020) states that he thinks it is important to care about 

the environment and that he tries to do sustainable active choices, but he does however 

mostly mention it regarding food and transportation. He also purchases newly 

produced clothing for around 3000 SEK a month and does not consider sustainability 

before purchasing fashion. However, he does admit to feeling anxious if he would find 

out that a purchase he has made was bad for the environment but at the same time he 
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answers that he would not stop shopping at his favorite store if they were 

unsustainable. He believes sustainability is important but he does not seem to 

understand the extent of the fashion industry's impact on the environment since he 

answers “mm, just a little bit” when we ask him how he thinks the fashion industry 

affects the environment. He states that when something is appealing, he buys it 

anyway, even if he does not need it. If participant 2 (2020) had the knowledge about 

the fashion industry’s impact on the environment, theories suggest that he would try 

to avoid the anxiety by shopping more SCF in accordance with Apter (1989) and also 

according to Lewin’s theory that knowledge and focus can influence the consumers' 

valence. His cognitive dissonance would increase with his knowledge about the 

situation when his desires to purchase will conflict with his need of being sustainable. 

 

Participant 15 (2020), who purchased a graduation trip, has a goal in mind to be 

sustainable. However, short-term pleasure sets obstacles in her way when she tried to 

achieve her goal of living a sustainable life. These obstacles create anxiety for 

participant 15 (2020), and she sets her goals aside in order to approach another need. 

If she were to cancel her graduation trip it could give her relaxation since the obstacles 

are removed and the focus could now lie on the main goal, sustainability. This example 

could be connected to the participants who want to live sustainable lives but also shop 

fast fashion, as participant 21 (2020) states that her impression of sustainability is a 

holistic lifestyle. She wants to purchase SCF, but she admits to not gaining the same 

rush out of it, so she tries to compensate by purchasing fast fashion with the mindset 

that she must use it for a duration of at least three years. Her goal of being sustainable 

clashes with her self-image and her need to feel the rush that fast fashion gives her. 

However, she tries to justify her decision not to consume SCF and second-hand by 

extending the lifespan of her fast fashion items. Participant 21’s (2020) decisions are 

paratelic since the main goal of shopping sustainable items is being set aside. She acts 

in accordance with cognitive dissonance theories, motivational conflicts, and reversal 

theory since she justifies her actions, gets in a conflict of motivations regarding SCF, 

and where the decision making is paratelic. Participant 5 (2020) states that 

sustainability is more important than the financial benefits and she says that she will 

avoid shopping from unsustainable retailers to a great extent. Her goal of being 

sustainable makes her decision making telic. 
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6 Conclusion 

The conclusion chapter answers the research questions and addresses the research 

purpose. The conclusions are derived from the analysis chapter and the authors will 

present reflections about theoretical and practical implications regarding the main 

findings together with social, ethical, and sustainable implications. The limitations and 

recommendations of the conducted thesis will be explained and elaboration and 

suggestions for further research is presented. 

6.1 Answering the research questions 

 

1. What are the motivations to consume sustainable conscious fashion among 

Gen Z? 

 

There are three main motivations derived from the empirical data as to why the 

participants choose to consume SCF. The motivations are trends, economic benefits, 

and sustainability. It is concluded that there is a hierarchy regarding the motivations 

where one is more dominant than the other which influences the final purchase 

decision. However, one motivation does not exclude another motivation. Gen Z states 

that being sustainable, consuming more SCF, and being generally concerned about the 

environment is a trend in today's society. Many therefore purchase second-hand 

clothes motivated mainly by the current trends; apparel that is similar to 80's-90's style 

with a worn-out look. With the trend of consuming more SCF, Gen Z says that they 

find several unique garments that strengthen their self-image and gives them their own 

personal expression in accordance with Stuppy et al.’s (2020) theory regarding 

consuming in order to strengthen ones self-image. However, some who purchase 

expensive premium brands from second-hand stores do it because they do not have the 

financial resources to purchase items that are newly produced. Trends and financial 

benefits are the main motivations with a prioritization on trends. The financial benefits 

with second-hand consumption make it possible for them to achieve their main 

motivation, which is current trends, for consuming SCF. Furthermore, since trends 

usually have a short life-cycle, a conclusion could be made that the participants who 

have trends as the main motivation for consuming SCF, will be less likely to continue 

to purchase second-hand if the trend were to dissolve, unless their motivations change. 

This study’s individuals of Gen Z strive to be sustainable in other ways, such as buying 

ecological foods and using more environmentally friendly transports. Some shop 

second-hand due to the economic benefits since it is often cheaper than newly 
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produced apparel. However, this is also the reason why some choose not to consume 

second-hand since the lower prizes provide a negative image of second-hand. 

 

The group that consumes SCF for the sustainability aspect is a minority among Gen Z. 

For them, it is more important to consume fashion apparel that is sustainable for the 

environment than it is to prioritize prices or trends. They choose to consume with the 

motivation to save the planet and for the purpose to reduce their carbon footprint, while 

believing that it is the individual's responsibility to reduce the climate impact 

associated with consumption. Their consumption of second-hand does not get affected 

by trendiness. The main motivation is sustainability, where the prices are merely 

advantages. Gen Z sees financial benefits in purchasing second-hand clothing due to 

the cheaper prices. Also, some see the garments and accessories as investments and 

purchase high-quality products that last long and that will retain their value both 

regarding the quality and financially. 

 

In conclusion there are three motivations for Gen Z to consume SCF, and they can be 

active at the same time. The main motivations are usually trends and sustainability 

whereas economic benefits become the subordinate motivation to the other two. 

Furthermore, Gen Z purchases either second-hand or newly produced SCF in order to 

be trendy and gain economic benefits, or they consume with sustainability as the main 

motivation and economic benefits secondly. 

 

2. How do psychological factors influence Gen Z decisions to consume 

sustainable conscious fashion? 

 

The need of being sustainable gets in a motivational conflict with Gen Z's other desires. 

Several psychological factors affect their decisions to purchase SCF since the 

motivational conflicts must be resolved in order to make a decision. 

 

Sustainability can be considered as a subjective term, sometimes viewed as a holistic 

lifestyle or as individual choices regarding consumption. Sustainability as a holistic 

lifestyle is not something everybody can identify with since it has many other attributes 

rather than just consumer behavior, such as vegetarianism and recycling waste. It can 

be concluded that participants of Gen Z have difficulties conforming to all of these 

attributes. Some fully embrace the lifestyle and perceive it almost as a culture. 

However, the people who have difficulties identifying with the sustainability lifestyle 

have different motivations regarding SCF. They are motivated to buy SCF because it 

strengthens their self-image as a trend sensitive individual. Some that are purchasing 

exclusive slow fashion items do it in order to adapt to their work environment or to 
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their friends and peers. How they are being perceived by others is one of the major 

reasons for Gen Z to purchase slow exclusive fashion, as well as any type of fashion 

in accordance with Stuppy et al. (2020). Furthermore, some have the impression that 

the more exclusive the brand is, the more sustainable it is, due to the premium prices. 

In these cases, the sustainability aspect is more of a bonus whilst the exclusivity is in 

focus. Therefore, the psychological factor that influences Gen Z is the desire to be 

perceived in a certain way. It is also concluded that the ones who purchase second-

hand, but only exclusive apparel, do it for the trendiness and expression of the items. 

Consequently, this trumps the fact that the item is sustainable. Among the participants 

who identify themselves with a sustainable lifestyle, the main factor for consuming 

SCF is in fact the sustainability where the other factors and influences are subordinate. 

However, this type of consumer is not typical for Gen Z. In both cases, the main factor 

is to strengthen one's self-image. Either if this is to live a sustainable lifestyle or being 

a fashionable individual. 

 

The majority of Gen Z gets in several motivational conflicts regarding SCF since they 

want to be sustainable, but the pleasure of consumption sets obstacles in the way of 

them achieving their goal in accordance to Apter (1989) and Lewin (1935). The 

motivations of economic benefits, trends, and sustainability gets weighed against each 

other, where some motivation gets prioritized over the other. There is a convenience 

connected to fast fashion in comparison with SCF consumption that affects Gen Z’s 

purchase decisions, but also the magnitude of valence towards their motivation. Also, 

in accordance with Lewin (1935), Gen Z gets affected by Approach-Approach 

conflicts where their need of being sustainable is set aside by another more instant 

need or pleasure. The generation's knowledge about the fashion industries' negative 

effects on the environment is also limited, which affects their motivation negatively 

when it comes to being sustainable. Since they do not have the information about the 

environmental effects, they do not get the same post-purchase eco-anxiety as they 

probably would if they had all the information at hand. The post-purchase eco-anxiety 

can also be seen as a psychological factor influencing their decision to consume SCF. 

Therefore, the conclusion is; if Gen Z knew the effects of fashion consumption in 

relation to the environmental crisis, their desire to avoid eco-anxiety would motivate 

them to consume more SCF rather than fast fashion. The anxiety-avoidance mode 

(Apter 1989) increases with their level of knowledge just as their cognitive dissonance 

in accordance to and Festinger (1962). Gen Z suffers from cognitive dissonance since 

they are told by others that they are supposed to care for the environment and live 

sustainable lives. However, it conflicts with their desire for consuming newly 

produced items. In order to avoid the uneasy feeling of cognitive dissonance, Gen Z 

either tries to avoid consume unsustainable fashion or they try to justify their fast 
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fashion purchases. The justification is usually regarding their other sustainable 

decisions such as transportation and food.  

 

The final conclusion is that motivational conflicts are formed by one's knowledge. 

When there is a lack of knowledge the consumers chose to make the decision that is 

most convenient, settle their sudden urges and strengthen their self-image and 

therefore neglecting the possible post-purchase anxiety. When being exposed to a 

motivational conflict, Gen Z chooses the individual firsthand instead of the 

environment. 

 

6.2 Implications and recommendations 

 

6.2.1 Theoretical implications 

 

Gen Z is a new consumer segment since they are one of the youngest generations. Due 

to this, this thesis aims to fill the academic research gap and contribute with knowledge 

of Gen Z’s consumer behavior regarding SCF within business research. Furthermore, 

the findings are in correlation with previous theories that have been presented. This 

thesis contributes with an in-depth understanding of Gen Z’s motivations and 

psychological factors influencing their consumer behavior in the context of SCF. (1) 

The empirical findings have filled the academic gap about this generation's lack of 

knowledge about the fashion industry’s impact on the environment. It has been stated 

that Gen Z does not know how or where to obtain information about the fashion 

industry's carbon footprint and are therefore not able to make sustainable consumption 

decisions. Furthermore, the generation thinks it is both companies and the individual 

that are responsible for reducing the impact on the environment, regarding 

consumption. (2) Gen Z is being exposed to information about the climate crisis on 

digital social platforms, news, and in school. They describe it as a common subject 

they get reminded of frequently. The generation is quite polarized regarding how they 

act upon sustainability in their everyday life. There are a lot of opinions on how to 

handle the crisis, however, almost everyone can agree that the environment is 

important. (3) It has been concluded that Gen Z does not have enough knowledge about 

SCF, instead, they get influenced by motivations and psychological factors. It is 

unclear to them which fashion companies that are sustainable, and where to obtain the 

information about it. The generation assumes that premium brands that have a higher 

price are better produced, but they do not have information confirming it. 
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6.2.2 Practical implications 

 

(1) Gen Z has a positive attitude towards SCF, and the empirical findings suggest that 

a CSR implementation has a positive perception from the perspective of Gen Z. This 

is because they view sustainability as important. In order for companies to gain 

competitive advantages from implementing a CSR strategy, it must be genuine and 

transparent. Otherwise, it can create a negative image of the brand. (2) Gen Z does not 

know where or how to find information regarding the company's impact on the 

environment. They perceive fast fashion as something unsustainable and negative for 

the environment, but still continue to purchase with different motivations, as mentioned 

in the conclusion. The generation is critical of marketing and is able to see when 

marketing is not genuine or authentic, especially when it comes to marketing through 

social media and profiles. Therefore, if a company wants to promote sustainability to 

this generation, it is important to consider how the marketing will be received. (3) Gen 

Z believes that the responsibility regarding reducing the environmental impact is 

divided between the individual and the fashion companies. As for companies, Gen Z 

believes that their main responsibility should be to communicate to the consumers how 

they work with sustainability. 
 

6.2.3 Social, ethical, and sustainable implications 

 

This thesis spreads awareness about sustainability to readers and to its participants. The 

data shows that there is a need for information, but not enough motivation to find it. 

Because of this, brands and retailers need to adapt a transparency perspective regarding 

their CSR strategies and take the responsibility to further make their consumers aware 

of the environmental issues. An ethical aspect is the responsibility of reducing the 

human carbon footprint on behalf of future generations. This thesis states that Gen Z 

needs guidance in order to make these decisions regarding consuming SCF, which 

could also be transferred to other industries with a goal of consuming more sustainable. 

Consuming second-hand clothing should be more socially accepted and be top of mind 

when consuming fashion which this thesis could make readers more attentive towards. 
 

6.2.4 Recommendations 

 

A recommendation to fashion retail companies is that applying influencer marketing 

can be an advantage, but the social media profile should have the same values regarding 

sustainability as the company wants to communicate. Otherwise, Gen Z will perceive 
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the marketing as unauthentic. Furthermore, fashion companies should be more 

transparent regarding their CSR and make it more accessible for their consumers. 

Retailers should be selective when choosing their suppliers in order to have a 

sustainable range of fashion and communicate it towards their consumers to gain a 

competitive advantage with Gen Z. 
 

6.3 Limitations 

 

It could be a possible source of error for participants to alter their answers in 

accordance to what they think the interviewer wants to hear, specifically the question 

regarding how they would rate their self-image. Since this kind of question is more 

sensitive and personal, the interviewees may feel unwilling to express their honest 

beliefs and will instead answer what they think is eligible. Therefore, the 

trustworthiness can be affected according to validity and reliability. While writing this 

thesis, a number of large topics have been concluded. The theories presented are 

explained in a rather simplistic way and for the analysis to be more complex regarding 

the chosen theories, they could have been chosen more selectively and focused on a 

specific topic in order to narrow down the research. The thesis gives an overall view 

regarding several theories connected to Gen Z’s consumer behavior. Furthermore, 

another limitation is that this thesis population sample only includes participants that 

are all from Götaland which is only one part of Sweden. 

6.4 Suggestions for further research 

 

The topics regarding Gen Z’s motivations for consuming SCF is a rather unexplored 

one. To fill this research gap, interesting and significant topics that could be 

supplementary to this thesis have been distinguished. These topics are the following: 

(1) to confirm the empirical findings further, it could be beneficial to do additional 

quantitative research with a larger sample population (2) to investigate the differences 

regarding genders, financial situation or the younger versus the older part of Gen Z to 

gain an even deeper and complex understanding (3) investigate the participants' culture 

belongings in order to understand their fundamental values and how that influences 

them in how they consume SCF. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Interview guide in English 

 

Background information: 
 

Hello, thank you for participating! 

 

- Is it okay if the interview is being recorded?  

- You will be anonymous in this paper, only we will know that you have 

participated  

- Remember that you are free to withdraw from the interview whenever you 

want, change your answers, or remove your answers. 

- What year are you born? 

- What is your primary occupation? 

 

Do you have any questions? 

Let us start! 

 

Interview questions: 
 

1. What does sustainable consumption mean to you? 

• How do you choose brands/stores etc. and how do you opt out? 

• What do you think your friends and acquaintances think about 

sustainable consumption? 

 

2.  Is sustainability important for you? 

• If it is important what is your motivation/s? 

• If not, why? 

• Why do you believe you choose to make that priority? 

 

3. How do you consume clothes and accessories? 

• Do you shop online or offline? 

• How much time and money do you spend on it? 

• Are you loyal to certain brands or shops? Why? 

• Do you shop mostly for utility or because it is fun? 

• Do you shop mostly alone or together with somebody? 

• Have you heard of slow vs fast fashion? (our explanation; slow 

fashion are clothes that are made to last over time and style and 

fast fashion is more about altering trends, buying in bulks and 

lower prices, more ’wear and tear’ 
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• Would you now that you know say that you mostly shop fast or 

slow fashion? 

• How do you feel when you buy something that you know is not 

very sustainable or that affects the climate negatively? 

- Do you feel you need to justify those purchases? 

- What is the main reason that you go back again and buy 

similar products again even though? 

 

4. How do you get your inspiration regarding what clothes and 

accessories to buy? 

• Do they advocate for sustainability? (the profiles, blogs, friends, 

marketing etc.) 

• How do they advocate? 

 

5. Have you ever shopped something second hand or vintage? 

• If not, why don’t you shop second hand or vintage? 

• If you shop; would you say is the main motivation for it? Price or 

sustainability? 

• If no, if you do not shop second hand or vintage, what would make 

you start? 

 

6. How well thought out are your purchases? 

• Do you reflect about what others would think before you complete 

a purchase? 

- If not so well thought out; does this mean that you shop on 

impulse? 

• Do you consider sustainability before purchasing och choosing a 

retailer, brand, store? 

• If yes; does it feel good? 

- Why do you consider it? 

- How do you find the information you need before making a 

purchase? 

- If no; do you feel bad that you don’t? 

- What do you believe is the reason why you don’t consider 

it? 

 

7. How do you think consumption affects the climate? 

• Do you believe that your consumption affects the climate? 

• In your opinion, who is responsible for reducing the climate impact 

associated with consumption? 

 

8. What does eco-anxiety mean for you? 

• Do you experience eco- anxiety or are you concerned about the 

future? 
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• When do you experience eco-anxiety or your concerned feelings? 

• Have you ever experienced eco- anxiety while consuming? 

- What did you do about your concerned emotions or your 

eco-anxiety? 

• Do you believe that your friends and family feel eco-anxiety? 

 

9. Are you prepared and willing to make more active choices to consume 

sustainably? 

• If so, can you give examples of what that would be for change? 

• If no, why not? 

 

10. What does self- image mean to you? 

• What do you think about your own self-image? 

• Do you use fashion to express your self-image? 

- So, would you say that you adapt your consumption after 

your self-image? 

- If no; are there anything you would never wear? 

• Are there some clothes and accessories you are willing to spend 

more money on? (based on your finances today) 

• If you do not have to think about your finances today, are there any 

items you would spend more money on, that would also involve a 

higher standard? 

• Do you think you would shop even more than you do today? 

 

11. If a company you frequently shop from turns out to be a big 

environmental polluter, would you then choose to stop purchasing 

from that company? 

 

12. Sorry, one more time; your opinion, who is responsible for reducing 

the climate impact associated with consumption? 

 

After this interview is there anything you would like to add that might be of value 

to us? 


